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1. Introduction
1.1. Thesis Context: the SmarTerp Project

The SmarTerp project is an Innovation Activity funded by the European Union in the

framework of the EIT Digital BP2021 to develop a Remote Simultaneous Interpreting

system endowed with Computer-Assisted Interpreting (CAI) tools. The sector of CAI

tools has seen a rise in interest since the COVID-19 pandemic spread. Although the

interpretation market has seen a relatively steady increase in demand over the years,

the conferences and the simultaneous interpretation have been conducted

traditionally on-site, requiring Conference Organizers to manage the physical

transfer of the needed interpreters to the conference location. COVID-19 and the

advancements in telecommunication technologies now forced and allowed, the

interpretation market to welcome in the landscape CAI solutions that allow to

accomplish a technological turn on the way the interpreter professionals experience

remote working and the way interpretation services are provided.

In this changing context, SmarTerp tries to assess and fulfill the needs of their clients,

such as Conference Organizers (CO) and Language Service Providers (LSP), as well as

including their users, Oral Language Interpreters (OLI), and Sign Language

Interpreters (SLI). Likewise, the SmarTerp agenda focuses on accessibility and

inclusion of Visually Impaired OLIs and Deaf people that will experience the result of

the interpretation services.

As the market of CAI tools has recently become widespread, each CAI tool has the

freedom to establish the unique selling points of its service and product. The objective

for the year 2021 is to develop a CAI tool that would allow interpreters to provide their

services in online conferences in the least intrusive and cognitively demanding way.

In SmarTerp, the opportunities for the improving of interpreter professionals work

come from di erent angles; although digital tools can have detrimental e ects if not

designed with the appropriate methodologies, the digitalization of hardware allows

for new and dynamic ways of interacting during the interpretation task: as the key

di erentiator, SmarTerp plans to lessen the cognitive e ort needed to interpret by

embedding an Artificial Intelligence (AI) module that will provide live support in the

translation by supplying to the interpreter terms, numbers, and named entities

seamlessly during his or her interpretation session.
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SmarTerp is making an e ort to design a product that can be useful both for end

clients, requesting the interpretation services, and interpreters. The end goal that the

project wants to achieve is to establish itself as a usable, supportive, and inclusive CAI

tool that can lower the cognitive demand of interpretation tasks through a usable and

accessible interface powered by Artificial Intelligence functionalities. Resources have

been dedicated to implementing into the organizational workflow the UCD process

that will allow the company to fulfill its goals towards OLIs and SLIs and aims to

establish itself as an essential product that disrupts and inspires its sector.

1.2. Thesis Objectives

The subject of study of this master thesis takes place in a project that aims to define

and solve the current goals and requirements for a CAI tool with embedded Artificial

Intelligence features dedicated to Oral and Sign-Language Interpreters in the context

of international online conferences. Although the project encompasses di erent user

types, from OLIs with and without visual impairments, and audiences from

international audiences with the linguistic barrier to Deaf audiences with both

linguistic and functional barriers, the objective of this master thesis dissertation will

be more narrow: the emphasis will be placed on the steps and qualitative result of the

activities of applying  User-Centered Design methodologies over the prototyping of a

CAI tool, with a particular focus on how to implement the UCD methodologies to

enhance accessibility and inclusivity right from the beginning of the process. Thus,

the outcome of this master thesis is to define and evaluate the functionalities

included in SmarTerp’s oral interpreter interface. To do so, this thesis includes the

following objectives:

● Definition of the  high-level business’ and users’ goals

● Design and define of Oral Language Interpreter (OLI) Interpretation Interface

● Evaluation of the OLI Interpretation Interface with stakeholders and target

users

● Analysis of the results of the evaluation

● Revision of the interface and future developments

1.3. Teams Involved

The project is funded by the European Union in the framework of the EIT Digital

BP2021. Technologically SmarTerp is supported by di erent teams, the teams
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involved are spread mainly between Spain and Italy, with collaborators in other

countries, such as Germany and New Zealand. As for the Spanish side, the teams

involved are Next Generation Internet Group (GING) and Ontology Engineering Group

(OEG) from the Technical University of Madrid (UPM). The former focusing on

telecommunication and the Remote-Simultaneous Interpretation (RSI) platform

development, and the latter on Language Technologies and Natural Language

Processing. The Italian teams involved are Trento-based Fondazione Bruno Kessler

(FBK) and the University of Bologna. FBK, in particular the SpeechTek Research Unit,

takes care of the Speech Recognition engine and its integration into the AI module; the

University of Bologna will be the ground for piloting the SmarTerp’s AI module.

The project started in the Autumn of 2020 with kicko activities such as online

focus-groups with Subject-Matter Experts (SMEs) and recruiting the professionals

needed to develop the IT infrastructures needed. The Agenda for 2021 includes the

initial Q1 with research, assessment, and development of user requirements and the

initial development of the AI engine and platform needed. In the second quarter, the

activity on the design part has been focused on developing design proposals,

prototyping, and evaluating design solutions. In July 2021 the project is bound to hit a

milestone with the early testing of the AI module whose goal is to assess the

psychological load that the module has on the interpretation task.

The second half of 2021 is going to be dedicated to iterations in particular

interpretation fields such as medical conferences and educational/academic

applications of CAI tools. In this context, the solution will be piloted at the University

of Bologna and with Optiva Media, operating in the field of Digital TV.

1.4. Project Involvement & UCD Phases

I got to work and collaborate more with the Madrid-based GING team, which took

care of the development of the CAI tool. I dedicated the first month to getting to know

more about the project, the business, and the teams that would work on the project.

The collaboration with the Activity Leader, Susana Rodriguez, started in the early

days; I participated in the last workshop she held with SMEs to gather the first user

requirements. The collaboration with her has been productive and fruitful: we held

HCID weekly meetings and collaborated throughout all the phases. Susana is an expert

OLI, her knowledge guides the development and design, in this context she acted both

as Scrum Master and Product Owner, helping to prioritize and define the long-term

vision, and SME, giving suggestions and contextual knowledge to the design and
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development team. Additionally, other important collaborations during the internship

have been with the User Interface (UI) Team, Iciar Villamayor and Carlos Aparicio,

they helped and supported the whole process, creating wireframes, lo-fi and hi-fi

mockups, and coding crucial features of the product such as the Wizard-of-Oz

prototype of the AI module. Our collaboration has been successful thanks to the

climate of open criticism and responsibility towards the success of the product. Being

the person in charge of the User Experience Design side, I was responsible for the

results of their work. The journey, user requirements, and scenarios were defined by

my previous research and analysis, thus, it was my responsibility to back up and

motivate the final design of the product. Lastly, I got in contact with an external

collaborator, dedicated completely to assessing the usability and cognitive load of the

AI module: Francesca Maria Frittella. Our collaboration regarded the pilot test of June

and the early usability test of July. We defined the protocol, methods, and goals of the

cognitive load/usability test.

In addition to the role of Product Designer, I also had organizational responsibilities:

the main and most demanding task has been the definition of the product’s long term

strategy; which included the prioritization of features, understanding of the business

context, the competitors, the definition of the main value proposition, and the

competitive advantages over which the product design had to put an additional e ort.

As the Product Designer, I was responsible for overseeing and executing the activities

throughout all the phases of the User-Centered Design (UCD) approach (Figure 1).

Starting from understanding the context and the users, through contextual inquiries,

interviews, reviews of field academical and research to creating the UI design and

defining Interaction Design (IxD) patterns. Between these activities, I had to keep a

tight feedback loop with the Product Owner, the SMEs, and the development team. As

the project was developing, each UCD activity had outcomes that either needed to be

discussed or presented to those concerned. To keep in contact with all the teams

involved in the organization, I participated in team meetings and organized

workshops when there was a need for SME contributions. To lessen the

documentation and organizational e ort, the design documentation and

requirements were provided in an always-updated design Miro Board, to which

developers could see journeys, personas, and the advancements in the product design.
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Figure 1: UCD process followed to understand, ideate, and evaluate the system
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2. Related Work

Computer-assisted interpreting (CAI) tools are software applications specifically

designed to assist and support interpreters. In his research, Prandi (2020) gives a

definition of CAI tools:

Computer-assisted interpreting (CAI) tools are software solutions developed

specifically to suit the needs of interpreters in terms of terminology and

knowledge management. In their most advanced form, they represent an

interpreter’s workstation that supports each phase of the interpreter’s workflow,

especially conference preparation, but also the peri-process, in-process and

post-process operations (Kalina 2005) necessary to ensure e ciency. (Prandi,

2020, pp. 1–2)

Ghent University and Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz/Germersheim in their

website of the Ergonomics for the Artificial Bootmate, CAI tools are described as

software applications that assist interpreters in the di erent phases of their work

activity — preparation (pre-booth), interpretation (in-booth) and follow-up

(post-booth) — with the end goal of optimising the process of interpretation and

improving the interpreter’s rendition.

Given the relative novelty of the products, research focused on CAI tools’ user

experience is still scarce. Defranq and Fantinuoli (2020, p. 15) provided findings

regarding participants’ perception of tool ergonomics:

● Running transcript: running transcriptions were reported as being distracting

by four participants; three of them linked their mistakes to the running

transcription. There was a suggestion by three participants that only numbers

should be displayed. Numbers and units together were preferred by three

participants. The running transcript has been reported to be used also for other

speech units, such as names, by four participants.

● Provisional results of ASR: changing shapes in the presentation of numerical

entities led 2 participants to report that the entities should be presented in

their final form because the changing shapes were the cause of distraction.

● Numbers display format: display of the number was suggested by  two

participants either in a separate frame of the screen or in a bigger format.

● System reliability: the system has not been used by one participant. The

authors estimate that the tool was consulted to support the interpretation
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activity for around half of the numbers presented. Thus, consultation patterns

were di erent across and within participants (Defranq & Fantinuoli, 2020, p.

18) The hypothesis provided by the authors is that the di erent consultation

patterns could be due to the interpreter’s expertise and familiarity with the

ASR tool. Additionally, the di erences could also be caused by the usability of

the CAI tool, which could influence the level of support provided.

The survey published in 2021 named “The Ergonomics for the Artificial Boothmate

(EABM)” has seen the contribution of 525 conference interpreters. The survey asked

them to provide feedback about the modality in which the speech entities should be

visually provided:

● Alignment of numbers: 311 participants (59.24%) selected as a preference the

vertical alignment; new numbers are displayed below previous numbers, as in

the Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: the preferred display option in EABM questionnaire

● Duration of display: 82.29% of participants want numbers to remain on screen

as long as possible and disappear when there is no longer any space left on the

screen.

● Numbers + terms: 39.62% of participants prefer terms and on the left and the

numbers on the right (208) in two separate fields, while 39.43% (207) would

prefer to have both in the same field.

● Graphic features: display of new items should be displayed di erently from

previous speech items for most interpreters (only 0.34% think that this is not

necessary); the suggestions are that items should appear in bold font (38.11%),

a larger font size (23.32%) and/or in a di erent color (27.87%)
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2.1. Inspiration and Competitors

Even though the sector of CAI tools is relatively new, some competitors already exist

in the market, the images below show their interfaces and report some comments

found in specialized blog posts during a quick and informal netnography conducted

with the goal of understanding the context and the market in which SmarTerp was

going to compete. Some interesting concepts have been noted as references to inspire

the design of the SmarTerp oral interpreter interface.

Figure 3: Kudo participant interface

Quote from an online review about the Handover procedure (Fedorenkova, 2020):

However, jumping the gun I can say that in my view KUDO and Interprefy

overdid this mechanism: the developed procedure is too complicated. Usually,

my boothmate and I when working with Interprefy did as follows: we agreed

on manual handover without pressing any buttons.When the time was right,

the passive interpreter signaled to the active one via chat that he or she is

ready for handover, then the active interpreter finished his or her piece and in

the next pause just switched o his or her mic. The colleague saw it and took

over. Otherwise all these buttons and multiple stages of requesting and

confirming handover strongly distract you from the interpreting process itself.
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Figure 4: Webswitcher interpreter interface

Interesting concepts:

● Microphone input graphic indicator

● Individual selection controls for input and output channels

● Mute button renamed as “Cough” button
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Figure 5: Voiceboxer’s interpreter interface

Figure 6: Voiceboxer’s handover process

Interesting concepts:

● Second incoming channel can be changed from a dropdown menu
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● Overall system status in the bottom left corner

Figure 7: Interprefy’s interpreter interface

Interesting concepts:

● Delayed handover functionality

● Possibility to select di erent floors’ video streams

● Floating Action button in the bottom right corner for support

Quote from an online review (Fedorenkova, 2020):

Interprefy also has a very non-transparent handover process: if you press the

now button you will see several more pop-up windows that active and passive

interpreters should press before the handover can take place. In practice, as I

already mentioned, we did not use this function with my boothmates –

preferred the manual handover instead.
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Figure 8: QuaQua’s participant interface

Interesting concepts:

● Dropdown to select the incoming channel

● The “Request to speak” button

● The dark theme makes it less tiring for the eye

(The interface looks like it’s the audience interface though)
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Figure 9: Interactio’s interpreter interface

Figure 10: Interactio’s interpreter console while muted

Interesting concepts:

● Shortcuts for the main functions

● Controls to choose sources of audio output and microphone input

● Dark interface

● Information in the soft console displayed around the controls

● Skeuomorphic UI design style

● Names of the interpreters speaking in the di erent output channels
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2.2. Oral and Sign-Language Interpreters

Amongst the various users that the SmarTerp solution will be used by, the primary

and most important are Oral Language Interpreters (OLIs), and Sign-Language

Interpreters (SLIs). As interpreters provide a service that includes users having

language as the access barrier, SmarTerp tried to put them in the middle of the

process, focusing the design activities on conference interpreters with more than 20

years of experience for OLIs, and more than 10 for SLIs. Diverse Subject-Matter

Experts (SMEs) have been involved to guide the design in the first phases and define

the requirements for the telecommunication, AI, and CAI tool in general.

2.3. Accessibility and Inclusion

The SmarTerp project has a strong focus on accessibility and inclusion of its primary

users, this is why, since the beginning of the project, the focus has been on assessing

and defining the needs to develop a CAI tool that could also meet this small percentage

of his end-users. These e orts have been focused on Blind and Visually Impaired Oral

interpreters. Although Blind interpreters currently account for less than 1% of the

o cial Interpreters working in European Institutions, SmarTerp aims to provide an

alternative to the hardware console currently in place that could also be used without

obstacles by them. The focus on accessibility accounts as one of the main key

di erentiators from its competitors.

3. Methods

The UCD process is composed of di erent phases and methods, in this section the

focus will be on which methods have been used for the Grounding, Data Elicitation,

Data Analysis, Data Modelling, Prototyping, and Evaluation phases (ISO, 2019). In

order to better understand the reason behind the usage of each method, the

descriptions will emphasise on how the ending result of these facilitated the design

process in the UCD framework.
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3.1. Exploration/Grounding Phase

To get the initial understanding of the context in which SmarTerp wanted to a rm

itself, the initial phase consisted of planning the activities based on the Product

Owner’s direction and understanding the workflow of the involved teams. Interviews

with the Product Owner have been conducted to get an understanding of the business

priorities and the expectations for the 2021 Agenda and a Product Roadmap has been

created following the expected timeframes for delivery (Figure 11).

Figure 11: grounding/exploration phase and its steps.

To further understand the vision of the current situation, access to the existing

documentation and the first working prototype has been requested. The

documentation consisted of multiple user flows that defined the currently supported

interactions of a prototype developed by the UPM in 2019.

Once gathered enough information about the current state, the teams, and PO

expectations for the future work, the first draft of the Product Roadmap was created.

This product roadmap served as a communication mean and high-level vision of the

needed steps to reach the first milestone: the early testing in mid-July 2021.

The Product Roadmap has been constantly revised throughout the Q1 and Q2 2021 as

the project was being defined more in detail, design solutions being added, or

priorities were being changed.

The Project Roadmap has been divided into Themes: big categories defining a specific

business outcome, for instance, the first Theme was dedicated to OLIs, therefore the

first Theme was named: “1 - OLI”. Each of these Themes contained sub-themes or

Initiatives, that defined a specific part of the software over which we had to work, for

the Theme “OLI” an example of an Initiative would be “OLI User Research”. In this

framework, the temporal dimension has been added. With a Gantt Chart, these

Initiatives were scheduled and assigned a timeframe based on weeks.
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3.1.1. User Work Roles and Early Flow Model

After obtaining an understanding of SmarTerp’s direction and the tasks that needed

to be prioritized each month and how these related to the business sector in which the

company works. More specifically, User Work Roles (UWR) were defined, each User

Word Role corresponded to a certain job or responsibility inside, or outside, of the

system (Hartson & Pyla, 2018, p. 181). Although they might seem similar, User Work

Roles are not User Personas, they di er from these in terms of the information they

provide: UWR are a set of duties, functions, or work activities inside or outside the

organization. An example of a UWR in the interpretation environment could be

represented by the Language Service Provider, which can interact directly with the

interpretation software but could influence the functional requirements of the

interpretation software.

As a result of this ecological understanding of the work practice of SmarTerp and the

interpretation field, an early map of SmarTerp’s ecosystem was defined: the early

flow model (Hartson & Pyla, 2018, pp. 187–192).  A flow model (Figure 12) is a diagram

of how the interactions and information flow through the system as it is used. This

model is dynamic, therefore, as further UWR were defined and the project developed

in complexity, the early flow model became the base over which to iterate and build a

more holistic understanding of the system.

Figure 12: Example of Flow Model

(Source: R. Hartson, P. Pyla, “The UX Book 2”)
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This model has proven useful for his versatility in adapting portraying the system

from di erent perspectives: during the various iterations, the flow has been adapted

to emphasize certain aspects of the system functioning. For instance, when there was

the need to explain to the development team how the SLI work roles would be added to

the system, the model has been adapted to emphasize the SLI tasks in a more holistic

picture of the system.

3.1.2. User-Centered Business Canvas

Before diving into user research, SMEs and the PO were asked to fill a User-Centered

Business Canvas to facilitate the UCD process. This tool echoes the Business Model

Canvas, with sections dedicated to the business side, and integrates them with key

information for the user experience planning. (Prelicz-Zawadzka & Zawadzki, 2016)

As it can be seen in Figure 13, the canvas is divided into di erent sections: Users,

Problems, Motives, Fears, Business, Unique Value Proposition, Competitive

Advantages, Alternatives, and Solutions.

Figure 13: User-Centered Business Canvas
(Source:ucdc.therectangles.com)

The canvas that has been used in the project has gone through some changes: in

SmarTerp’s version, as the user research was allowing us to define specific User

Personas, the sections related to user’s characteristics have been unified into a single

section: User Personas. In this section, we reported the Goals, Needs, Fears, and
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Problems associated with the User Personas. This modification allowed us to portray

an image of the system from di erent user’s perspectives, hence a more schematic

and organized map of how the system had to tackle each user persona’s needs.

Another further modification has been the addition of the “Early Adopters” and

“Metrics” sections. The former has been added following the need of understanding

the first niche market that the management wanted to capture; the latter has been

added as a reference for understanding in which way the management quantified

success or an increase in the system quality/performance.

The employment of this tool helped the design team to have enough information

about the context of use and which kind of software features/capabilities the

management thought needed to be leveraged to obtain a successful platform. All these

design tools which we resorted to have been comprehensive and insightful thanks to

the employment of di erent Subject-Matter Expert (SMEs) that provided their

knowledge during various meetings, workshops, and Design Critiques.

3.1.3. SMEs Involvement and Standalone Design Critiques

As previously stated, SME collaboration has been key throughout the whole design

process, from the first phases by helping to frame the solution and the business

context, to the evaluation of design proposals: we employed the Standalone Design

Critiques technique (Gibbons , 2016). It is a design activity consisting of gathering

experts (business, designers, SMEs) and analyzing a design to understand if it meets

business objectives, employs consistent interaction patterns, or fulfills user goals.

3.2. Data Elicitation

Elicitation of data coming from research methods is a fundamental step in the UCD

process (International Organization for Standardization [ISO], 2016): it helps the

designer be sure that the informed decisions taken during the prototyping phases are

backed up by real data coming from the user work context. In order to elicit this data,

the methods used have been user interviews and a contextual inquiry (Figure 14).

Figure 14: data elicitation phase and its steps.
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3.2.1. Contextual Inquiry

As interviews by themselves are insu cient to gather enough data about the working

context, one contextual inquiry has been conducted. The contextual inquiry is a user

research method that consists of a blend of observation and interviews (Cooper, 2014).

It is performed in the users’ natural work environment, in which users perform their

tasks, and the observer is not involved in the work activity. The contextual inquiry is a

non-participatory method of data elicitation, with the researcher being a passive

observer. During, or after, the observation, the observer asks clarifying questions

about the tasks performed.

Is important to cherry-pick the right working context and have minimal previous

knowledge about the users involved and the tasks they will perform. Using the

knowledge gathered in the initial phase of the project, the observation has been

planned in a relatively simple manner: a “tasks” table has been employed (Table 1). In

this tasks table, the researcher writes down some tasks that have to be investigated.

For instance, in Table 1 it can be seen how the tasks to be observed were laid down for

the contextual inquiry involving Sign Language Interpreters.

Table 1: tasks table employed for the preparation of the SLI contextual inquiry

Nº Task

T0 Arrival at the conference: how the interpreter reaches the conference location

T1 Booth preparation: artifacts, conversations, and feelings before the start of the session

T2 Console Setup: how the physical console is approached before the session

T3 Active Interpretation: tasks performed by the interpreter in the active role

T4 Passive Interpretation: tasks performed by the interpreter in the passive role

T5 Hand over procedure: tasks performed in order for the active interpreter to

T6 Interpretation Oral to Sign Language: how does the SLI handle the case in which she is doing Oral→SL

T6 Session Conclusion: tasks performed to conclude the session

The goal of the contextual inquiries that have been conducted was to understand and

gather data about the context of usage in which the SmarTerp solution would fit. The

observer collected the maximum amount of information about relationships,

processes, communication, and artifacts. During the observation, the researcher takes

photos, videos, notes, and draws quick sketches in the attempt of gathering as much
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data as possible. The data gathered have been later skimmed and integrated with the

self-reported data gathered during the user interviews. The integration of the two

sources of data helps the user researcher to filter and ignore the biased/false interview

data in the attempt to have a view of the context soon.

3.2.2. Interviews

Asking the user to self-report data is not the best way to elicit usage and behavioral

information (Cooper, 2014). Interviews have been used as a way to gather data about

critical incidents, feelings about the work culture, priorities, and values of the target

users. By resorting to the Critical Incident Technique (CIT) the interviews resulted to

be a valid method to elicit the problems over which users stumble more often (Rosala,

2020). The CIT consists of the interviewer asking the user to recall and describe a

particular moment in which the outcome of system/user action negatively, or

positively, impacted his experience. This technique provides valid results due to the

fact that it avoids generalization, the user is asked to recall a specific episode with

high emotional value. Thus, the episode features can often be described with enough

accuracy for the interviewer to be able to rely on their veracity.

Operatively, the interviews were planned ahead. The planning phase usually took

around one week, in which the sessions had to be booked and an interview plan had to

be produced. To steer the interview on the right track, structured interview plans were

created. The interviews have been performed in a semi-structured way: formulating

introductory open-ended questions and formulating follow-up questions as the

interviewee provided descriptions and context.

3.3. Data Analysis

The elicited data coming from the research phase require to be analysed and

organised so that the researcher, later in the modeling phase, will be able to get an

understanding and provide insights. The data has been analysed in an a nity

diagram, requirements have been gathered from users and from the ISO/PAS

24019:2020, and user pain points have been listed (ISO,2020) (Figure 15).

Figure 15: research data analysis phase and its steps.
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3.3.1. A nity Diagram

The initial analysis of the data gathered through interviews and contextual inquiry

has been conducted by mapping the information in an A nity Diagram. This tool

employed a bottom-up technique for reducing the amount of complexity in large

samples of qualitative data (Hartson & Pyla, 2018, pp. 155–176). This technique

consists in similar ideas that are incrementally grouped in categories, by a nity

(Figure 16).

Figure 16: close-up of an A nity Diagram from the SmarTerp project

The a nity diagram is used to organize the notes, and provide the initial structure for

the analysis: in this way it is possible to visualize the user’s work and have a place

from which to source information during the other phases of the analysis. Lastly, the

activity of grouping allows the researcher to feel confident to generalise single

research notes into broader work themes, fueling the possibility of suggesting new

ideas for the design.

3.3.2. Pain Points

A fundamental part of the data analysis is identifying the problems over which the

users stumble upon, the pain points. If elicited properly, these data points are

particularly important because they constitute the opportunities of improvement of
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the actual user experience. From pain points, the designer is then called to find a

possible solution, which sometimes can be new and innovative. In the UCD process,

the pain points will fuel the user journey (2.4.2) and the characteristics of the

personas (2.4.3) and their usage scenario (2.4.4).

3.3.3. Requirements/Stories

As the analysis was being performed, research notes related to particular feature

requests were synthesised and grouped into a “Requirements” group. This group

formed the backbone of the design requirements that would later be used as a

reference for the development team and to make part of the user personas (2.4.3) that

were going to be later created.

3.3.4. ISO Requirements

For this particular kind of project the ISO/PAS 24019:2020 had to be taken into

consideration before designing the solution. In order to integrate the requirements

into the design, the ISO document has been analysed and the requirements that

directly impacted the user interface/experience have been identified. Once filtered,

they have been grouped in an a nity map in categories and sub-categories. For each

requirement of the ISO PAS a number was assigned in the analysis phase of the

development.  For instance, ISO/PAS-65: “Indicate incoming channel” has been

grouped in the “Soft Console” category, in the “Channels” sub-category. Given that

this process had to follow a rigorous process, the reference to the ISO/PAS assigned

number has never been lost through the process: each point in the a nity map had its

reference number so that the requirement could be tracked down into the ISO

documentation. Once this step was done, each category has been integrated into its

corresponding step in the system interaction map. For the case of ISO/PAS-65, in the

“During the Conference” step of the journey and in the “Begin Interpretation” user

task.

This aided the design team to have a defined list of the requirements that were needed

to be followed during the design of each feature.

3.3.5. Accessibility

Accessibility, in particular, has been tackled in multiple manners:

● Defining it as a competitive advantage in the User-Centered Business Canvas

(2.1.2)
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● Interviewing user profiles with diverse functional needs

● Integrate accessibility features (e.g. keyboard shortcut) in the main design

solution

● Share findings about user’s accessibility needs with the management

● Introduce to the development team the need to use a front-end toolkit able to

detect accessibility issues

3.4. Data Modelling

As the data have been analysed, the resulting diagram and requirement lists helped

build models of the working context. In the SmarTerp project the models used have

been the hierarchical task inventory, user journey map, user personas, and to

conclude the system interaction journey (Figure 17).

Figure 17: data modeling phase and its steps.

3.4.1. Hierarchical Task Inventory (HTI)

The first model created from the data is the Hierarchical Task Inventory (HTI), it

represents what users can or can’t do in, and with, the system (Hartson & Pyla, 2018,

pp. 192–196). The structure is divided into tasks and subtasks, without any mention of

the temporal dimension, which is composed of user actions within the system or the

working environment. (Figure 18)
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Figure 18: Example of a partial HTI for SmarTerp OLI’s Interface

This model has been particularly helpful to inform UX design and understand what

tasks and functionalities needed to be designed.

Operatively, a single HTI was created for each user persona involved in the usage of

the product. This helped visualize the part of the system that could maybe be shared

by multiple users, and harmonize the two structures in order to lessen the prospective

e ort of the development team.

The model didn’t help just the design team all throughout the UCD process, it has

been used as a reference for the development team, as well as a facilitation tool during

meetings and workshops: for this reasons, the HTI diagram has proven to be a valid

and supportive tool for the SmarTerp project.

3.4.2. User Journey Map

The behavioral data gathered by observing users’ activities and understanding their

pain points can be represented by what is called a user journey map. (Kaplan, 2016;

Gibbons, 2018) It’s a specific model, a “map”, dedicated to defining how a user

experiences a product over time. This kind of approach allows giving a more realistic

and ecological view about the context of work: the users’ actions are projected over

time and through space. The map (Figure 19) is divided into three Zones: Zone A

specifies the user persona (1) and the usage scenario mapped (2); Zone B describes the

experience, made of action thoughts and a curved line graph representing the high

and low in the user’s emotional states. Finally, Zone C is where the designer places

pain points and the opportunities about how to improve the experience.
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It has been proven to be a great tool for addressing problems in a schematic and

organized way, it also helped the brainstorming phase in which solutions to pain

points were conceptualised.

Figure 19: Skeletron of a User Journey Map

(source: nngroup.com)

3.4.3. User Personas

User personas are one of the most widespread UCD tools, for the SmarTerp project we

created di erent personas representing our primary users (Cooper, 2014, pp. 62–97).

Taking as a reference the early user work roles (2.1.1) defined during the exploration

phase in the User-Centered Business Canvas (2.1.2), the phase of modeling consisted

in creating personas characteristics all derived usage research data. Each persona

created applied to exactly one user work role. The personas structure consisted in

basic demographic information paired with significant contextual parameters (e.g. for

an OLI: “working languages” and “field of specialization”); furthermore, the personas

contained goals, fears, problems, and needs. The goal of this method is to create a

truthful hypothetical archetype that would represent a specific design target. In the

attempt not to build an overly generic persona, previous knowledge about the working

context, such as the early adopters, was integrated into the persona; this helped the

design to define a niche usage scenario that would inform future design decisions.
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3.4.4. Usage and Design Scenario

Usage scenarios represent the way in which the user is currently using the product,

design scenario is the envisioned usage (Hartson & Pyla, 2018, p. 197). These design

tools have been employed all throughout the project to formulate and define context

and the motivation behind the need of a feature or a particular design decision.

Formulating user personas’ characteristics into a narrative helped in multiple ways.

Design was framed and focused on a particular set of features and a specific context of

design, helping make design faster and more reliably. From the product management

side, presenting PO and stakeholders with a scenario with a defined set of problems

and user tasks helped gather feedback about the direction the product design was

taking. As a communicative and facilitating tool, envisioned scenarios have been

particularly useful when, when there was the need to come to a compromise with

stakeholder requests. This kind of trade-o helped communicate why a particular

feature has been prioritised, the would solve user needs/problems or prioritise

stakeholders requests.

3.4.5. System Interaction Journey

Once defined the user tasks in the system, a the journey of a specific user persona, the

design team wanted to address the need of defining how the system would respond to

the user interactions. To answer to this need, a new model has been created: the

System Interaction Journey. In this model (Figure 20), a specific user persona’s

scenario (1) the temporal sequence of the user jouney’s phases (2) is mapped with the

tasks taken from the HTI (4). Each HTI is then divided into two sections: user

actions(4) and system responses(5).
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Figure 20: Skeletron of a System Interaction Journey

The goal in using this tool was to be able to gather ideas and map them in a journey

that would represent a comprehensive map of the user actions and the system

requirements.  A workshop has been run, in which the map has been built in

collaboration with all the key project stakeholders. They have been asked to complete

one map on their own and explain their thought process and motivation behind their

choices. During the workshop, the stakeholders have been provided the map and a

usage scenario (Figure 21). Each part of the scenario has been written in order to

include the pain points elicited by the research. Finally, each scenario has been divided

into paragraphs that matched the tasks from the HTI. In this fashion, for each

functionality, the stakeholder had the chance to have a say on how the user's actions

(4) should be performed and how the system should respond (5).
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Figure 21: Example of usage scenario mapped with pain points and

tasks from the HTI

This process helped the design team to gather information about the user interactions

and the system behaviour. The final result consisted in a wide view of how the

stakeholders and the PO imagined the system should work. The resulting model

represented a complex and fully developed system, a “evisioned system”. Although

intuitively the next step would be to begin designing each functionality and move

progressively to the next, over the long run it would be counterproductive and not
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aligned with a lean methodology of work. In order to avoid the scenario in which the

ownership of the prioritization of functionalities would be spread to design, PO, and

developers the MoSCoW method, invented by a software development expert, Dai

Clegg in 1994, has been employed (ProductPlan, 2020) (Figure 22). With the help of

the PO, the user’s interaction have been prioritised in such manner:

● M: Must Have, fundamental for the software to work properly, first release

(Dec 2021)

● S: Should Have, must-haves on the long run, second release

● C: Could Have, tweaks that would add value to the software but will be

implemented in the indefinite future

● W: Won’t Have, feature out of the persona/scenario/project scope

Figure 22: Close-up of the System Interaction Map prioritized with

the MoSCoW method

This technique helped create the first release system interaction map: a map that

could serve as the blueprint of the features that the first release would include and as a

long-term documentation for the foreseeable future.
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3.5. Prototyping and Evaluation

Once the models are ready to inform design decisions, the opportunities mapped in

the user journey map can be prototyped in actual interactive screens. The phase

followed an iterative process in which low-fidelity wireframes where critiqued in

standalone design critiques by stakeholders and SMEs, once the feedback was

gathered and changes were made, the low-fidelity wireframes were converted in

high-fidelity mockups that represented the end result that would be tested with the

users. In order to test the usability of the designed interface, an interactive prototype

was created and evaluated with users. The insights generated by watching users

complete tasks and interact with prototypes then informed usability improvements

that would inform changes and usability improvements of the interface. (Figure 23).

Figure 23: prototyping an evaluation phase and its steps.

3.5.1. Low-Fidelity Wireframes

In order to iterate quickly between di erent design ideas and correct possible

mistakes during the design, the interface was always prototyped in low-fidelity. To

have a more productive and on-point feedback round with the stakeholders and SMEs,

the low-fidelity prototypes were designed without the usage of color, animations, and

fine-grain details. (Figure 24)
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Figure 24: Example of low-fidelity wireframe designed with Balsamiq

This helped the design team streamline and optimize the production of the basic

layout of the interface: with this level of detail, the discussions emerged and the object

of the critic focused on high-level issues. Previous to the design, the design team

gathered all the details and requirements elicited during the modelization and

research phase and brainstormed the first high-level layout of the interface over

which each requirement was specified and categorised. (Figure 25)

Figure 25: Example of low-fidelity layout with categorised requirements
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Once proposals were produced they were put under examination during standalone

design critiques with the concerned stakeholders and feedback was gathered. The

approach followed an iterative cycle until the result was approved, with the

low-fidelity prototype approved, the team moved to design a more fine-grained

version: the high-fidelity mockup.

3.5.2. High-Fidelity Mockup

The mockups have been developed using Figma, a prototyping tool specifically

thought for user interface design (Figma, 2021). The tool assisted us both in drafting

SmarTerp’s design system and designing individual screens.

3.5.3. Usability Testing

Given the dynamic nature of the prototypes, in which interpreters are using the

solution during their interpretation task, the prototypes have been developed with a

tool that allowed a richer interaction than what Figma could o er. After receiving the

approval of the high-fidelity prototypes, the projects were exported to a prototyping

tool called Protopie (ProtoPie, 2021). This tool allows embedding into the interface

pre-recorded video playbacks, conditional states, components, and a variety of

di erent complex interactions.

The usability test was conceived and summarised in a usability test plan, that can be

seen in Figure 26 (Travis, 2013). This tool helps define the steps in the usability test,

operatively it defines the equipment, location, dates, and procedure. The plan helps

define and communicate the objective of the test and how the interface is going to be

tested.
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Figure 26: Usability Test Plan example

(Source: userfocus.co.uk/dashboard)

Once the test plan is confirmed and accepted, the recruitment of the target users

starts. By supplying an enrollment questionnaire it is possible to get the key

information about the participants. After performing the profiling of the possible

participants, dates and locations are set. In the SmarTerp project, the testing has

always been conducted remotely through Zoom.

To report and analyze the data, the rainbow sheet has been used. This tool has been

detailed in an article on Smashing Magazine where Tomer Sharon described its usage

(Sharon , 2013).  The sheet is composed of di erent sheets that all support the

researcher in the objective of identifying behavioral patterns that emerged during the

testing. The core part is the “Observation” sheet in which the researcher writes an

observed behavior in the left column and marks its emergence in each participant

(Figure 27).
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Figure 27: The “Observation” sheet: repeated observations are
highlighted in di erent colors. (Source: Smashing Magazine)

Quantitative data about the observed behaviors have been elicited, the test tasks have

been defined with the usability criteria. As for testing user’s performance, objective

metrics such as the number of confusions and success rate have been measured for

every single task. To assess the perceived di culty, the Using Task Ease (SEQ) has

been provided after each task (Sauro, 2018). This subjective measurement, with the

performance measures previously explained, constitutes the “Metrics” sheet (Figure

28).

Figure 28: The “Metrics” sheet: the summary of all the measures taken during each test task
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To measure the perceived usability of the product we employed the System Usability

Scale (SUS) post-test questionnaire (Laubheimer, 2018; Sauro, 2011) We resorted to

this questionnaire given his highly reliable results shown in years of testing: the test

allows us to understand if the software is in line with the average usability score of 68

for digital products. The test does not just allow the design team to have a general

comparison with the software panorama, it also constitutes a user experience metric

that can inform how, and if,  SmarTerp is improving the usability over the future

implementations.

3.5.4. Accessibility Testing

With the objective of testing SmarTerp’s accessibility, between the 5 participants that

are usually suggested to test the interface with, (Nielsen, 2012) one of them was a

visually impaired user a ected by a degenerative condition named retinitis

pigmentosa. Similar to this procedure, once the first release of the software is

delivered, the accessibility with Blind OLIs will be assessed. In this particular case, the

evaluation of the interface will not only focus on the usability aspect but a

professional assessment using W3C’s WCAG criteria will be needed.
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4. Design Activities Results

As said in the introduction section, although the SmarTerp project encompasses a

wide range of di erent users and contexts of work, the main Theme of design is about

OLIs and their interpretation work. Thus, this Master Thesis content will focus on how

a UCD method has been applied to their working context; the results are going to be

focused on the findings and activities that led to the refined first version of SmarTerp

interpretation interface for users with and without visual impairments. The content of

this chapter follows the same content structure of the previous chapter: the content is

diverse in the sense that is not anymore descriptive, as the previous chapter, but it is

expositive. In this chapter are going to be reported the results of the activities

performed following a UCD approach.

4.1. Exploration/Grounding Phase

Before diving into the result of the research, understanding the context of the

SmarTerp project had been necessary. In order to do so, UWR and a UCBC have been

defined with the help of the main stakeholders and di erent SMEs.

4.1.1. User Work Roles & Flow Models

During the first phases of the project, the UCD approach suggests to get an

understanding of the business side, the approach starts by understanding which are

the roles, responsibilities and entities involved in the working context. From the

interviews with various stakeholders and the PO, the first draft of user work roles has

been drafted. Figure 29 summarises the main user work roles involved in the

SmarTerp ecosystem.
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Figure 29: Main user work roles involved in SmarTerp

● Event Participants:

○ Oral Speaker:

A participant who has been called as guest to speak in the conference, directly

interacts in the conference and uses a spoken language.

○ Sign-Language Speaker:

A participant who has been called as guest to speak in the conference, directly

interacts in the conference and uses a sign language.

○ Moderator:

The participant that is in charge of moderating the conference, managing the

various guests and keeping the conference on track.

● Audience:

○ Hearing Audience:

Users who exploit hearing and sight to experience the conference, they could

rely on oral language interpreters to listen to the conference or could directly

be listening to the speaker.

○ Deaf Audience:

Users who rely on sight, through sign-language interpretation, to experience

the conference. If the speaker is an oral speaker, they rely on sign language

interpreters to experience the conference.
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● Oral Language Interpreter (OLI):

A professional in charge of catering a simultaneous interpretation in a target language

to the hearing audience who does not understand the speaker’s language.

● Sign Language Interpreter (SLI)

○ National SLI

A professional who is in charge of translating oral speakers to a national sign

language (i.e. Spanish Sign Language, LSE), and sign language speakers to an

oral language.

○ International SLI

A professional who is in charge of translating oral speakers, or sign language

speakers signing in a national sign language, to the International Sign

Language (ISL).

● Operator

A technical figure inside SmarTerp who is in charge of quality assurance of the

connection between the conference floor and the interpreters and helps the latter to

solve technical problems. He represents the needs of the interpreters and takes care of

their experience by acting as a middleman between the interpreters and the

“Interpreter Coordinator”

● Interpreter Coordinator

A technical figure in charge of taking care of the interpreter’s needs, rendition quality,

and coordination of the various language booths. During the organization, he directly

contacts the interpreters and organises the language booths, he is also in charge of

assuring that the interpreters are provided with the best possible working conditions.

● Technician

A technical figure inside SmarTerp who is in charge of setting up the routing of the

audiovisual signal from the physical event or third-party softwares to SmarTerp. Also,

he or she takes care of the quality assurance of the telecommunication infrastructure

between all the platform nodes.

Once the main user work roles have been defined, SmarTerp’s early flow model has

been drafted. As said in the corresponding Flow Model section ( ), the flow model

changed through the course of the project. As the understanding of the ecosystem

grew, through research, di erent flow models have been drafted and proposed. Figure

30 shows the flow model created in the beginning, as the ecosystem has been
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understood in the first days of the project. The early flow model includes some user

work roles, not discussed in the thesis, which holistically have a role and interact

indirectly with the solution. These user work roles, such as the “Multinational

Company” or the “Professional Congress Organizer” are entities that can directly

influence the environment around SmarTerp, thus indirectly interacting with

SmarTerp. The “external” user work roles are:

● Multinational Company

The primary client, patron and commissioner of the conference, is the entity that needs

a conference to be organized and asks for interpretation services.

● Professional Congress Organizer

A professional organizer hired by the multinational company to take care of the

conference organization. It receives the requirements from the client and hires the

professionals needed. Outsources the organization of each specific part of the

conference to specialized professionals, such as the Language Service Provider or the

Interpreter Organiser.

● Language Service Provider (LSP) / Interpreter Organiser

A professional organizer to whom the organization of the conference’s language

interpretation side is assigned. Takes care of hiring an Interpreter Coordinator and, if

needed, directly contacts the language interpreters. In case the organisation of the

interpreting service is entrusted to an Interpreter Organiser, he or she can act as

Interpreter Coordinator too.
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Figure 30: early SmarTerp’s flow model

The early flow model envisioned the ecosystem in which SmarTerp placed itself as an

extension of already established conferencing platforms such as Zoom and Cisco’s

Webex. In this ecosystem, SmarTerp would funcion through by routing the

audiovisual flow from these platforms to the interpreters connected to SmarTerp’s

platform. In doing so, SmarTerp leaves to the PCO the freedom of providing the

conferencing softwares of their choice and avoid the adoption barrier that would

constitute introducing a new software into PCOs workflows. On the other hand, while

the integration into a third-party software constitutes a strong facilitator for

widespread adoption, it would imply limiting the capabilities of SmarTerp’s users to

interact with the main Floor. Thus, in the later developments of the flow model

(Figure 31), the ecosystem has been mapped in such a way that SmarTerp would also

provide conferencing functionalities. In doing so, event participants, such as Oral

Speakers and Sign-Language Speakers, would be directly connected to SmarTerp’s

interface and host the conference in a seamless standalone environment.
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Figure 31: Last iteration of SmarTerp’s flow model: representation of  the model in which the conference is held

directly within the platform.

As previously explained, the flow model is an adaptive representation of the

information flow inside of the organization environment. It can be adapted and

changed to focus and portray di erent parts of the environment. Figure 31 is a flow

model that tries to encompass the whole informational flow happening in the

environment; during the development, a more simple representation has been

developed with the objective of depicting the flow of the audiovisual communications,

the mentioned flow model can be seen in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: SmarTerp’s (partial) flow model: representation of the communication flow

between the main platform’s user work roles.

The simpler flow presented in Figure 32 depicts two separate areas: SmarTerp Front

Stage (the “Floor”) and the outer space. The former, depicts the conference

participants' connections, and the latter the audiovisual streams of the users

connected to the conference. Focusing on the Oral Interpreters Booth connections, it

is possible to see how it has two di erent arrows: incoming and outgoing.

The Oral Interpreters Booth incoming information flows are:

● From the Operator: chat, audio and settings management

● From the Floor: the audio and video streamed from the participants

● From the SL Booth: if a sign-language speaker is participating, the audio and

video stream from the sign-language booth

The Oral Interpreters Booth outgoing information flows are:

● To the Floor: streaming back the translation to the participants that need the

simultaneous interpretation

● To the Sign-Language Booth: if the oral translation is needed, the audio

stream to the sign-language interpreters

● To the Hearing Audience: it streams the simultaneous translation to the

hearing audience that don’t speak the floor’s language
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4.1.2. User-Centered Business Canvas (UCBC)

To help the design team better understand the project direction, di erent workshops

with the main stakeholders and SMEs have been run. One outcome that has been

particularly helpful in concretely defining the project’ vision was the User-Centered

Business Canvas. By leveraging the knowledge of the workshop’s participants, the

UCBC in Figure 33 has been defined.

Figure 33: SmarTerp’s user-centered business canvas

User Personas

User personas are reported as they have been provided in the first

iteration, Figure 33 has developed user personas that have been

integrated later in the process.

● Katy - Oral Language Interpreter

■ Problems:

○ CAI tools isolate her from her boothmate

○ Not knowing speakers’ specialised terminology

○ Lacking a personalised tool for interpreters

● Mark - Operator

● Clara - Interpreter Coordinator

● Audience

● Technician
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Solution

Software for interpreters to work individually from their home-o ce in a

multilingual event (2+ languages).

Unique Value Proposition

Highly usable simultaneous interpretation platform that allows the

interpreter to forget about the technical issues and be supported by live AI

Automatic Speech Recognition Technology.

Competitive Advantages

● High level of usability

● AI-powered functions

● ISO/PAS 24019 compliant

● Accessibility

● High degree of personalization

● Focused on streamlining communication

Early Adopters

What will be the first set of customers using the tool?

● Consultant/organising interpreters working for PCOs or LSPs/their

own clients (multinationals, international organisations, etc.)

● Interpreters working from their home-o ces or interpreting hubs

directly for their clients

Existing Solutions

● Interpreters Help

● Intragloss

● FlashTerm

● InterpretBank

● Zoom

● Interprefy
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● Kudo

● WebSwitcher

● Interactio

● Voiceboxer

● QuaQua

● Ablioconference

● SpeakUS

● RSI-X

● GreenTerp

4.2. Data Elicitation

In order to gather data about the work context, di erent design activities have been

performed: Contextual Inquiry and User Interviews allowed to elicit the work data that

would be later analyzed and modeled into valuable models.

4.2.1. Online Conference Contextual Inquiry

To gather data about the working context of oral language simultaneous interpreters a

contextual inquiry has been performed the 12th of February 2021 at the Congreso

Bienal of Colegio Oficial de Odontólogos y Estomatólogos de la Primera Región

(COEM) in Madrid, Spain. The observation has been the first one in the project:

non-participatory, with the researcher being a complete observer. Brief interviews

have been conducted between the interpretation sessions to gather data about the

observed behaviours. The users observed have been oral language simultaneous

interpreters for an online conference: while the interpreters were located in physical

soundproof booths, one for each due to the COVID-19 protocol (Figure 35), the

conference speakers were connected to a conference call. The interpreters received the

visual input on screens located in front of their booth (Figure 34).
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Figure 34: Interpretation booth: the single interpreter soundproof booth.

Figure 35:  following the guidelines against COVID-19, the interpreters

had to be in separate interpretation booths.

For each language combination (i.e. ENG<>SPA), 2 interpreters were hired. Given the

high mental workload that the simultaneous interpretation activity demands, the

interpreters worked 30-minutes shifts. Given the preliminary data gathered in the

exploration phase (Section 4.1), before the observation, a provisional observation

table was drafted. (Table 2)

Table 2: Tasks table for OLI contextual inquiry
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Nº Task

T0 Arrival at the conference: how the interpreter reaches the conference location

T1 Booth preparation: artifacts, conversations, and feelings before the start of the session

T2 Booth Setup: how the booth is approached before the session

T3 Active Interpretation: tasks performed by the interpreter in the active role

T4 Passive Interpretation: tasks performed by the interpreter in the passive role

T5 Microphone/Turn Handover: tasks performed in order to change the turn between active and
passive interpreter

T6 Session Conclusion: tasks performed to conclude the session

4.2.2. Interviews

4.2.3. Oral Language Interpreters

To complement the data coming from the contextual inquiry, interviews with five

di erent OLI have been performed. The interviews were conducted remotely through

di erent communication software: Whatsapp video call, Google Meet, and Zoom. The

process started by recruiting OLIs, in the meantime, an interview plan was drafted in

which the research questions and the introductory questions were defined. These

research questions haven’t been asked directly to the participants, instead, they

guided the writing of open-ended questions. The full interview plan, with the

questions asked to each participant, can be seen in Annex 1 and the interview notes in

full in Annex 3.

Research Questions

● Understand Learning techniques and mental model creation

● Understand Communication Dynamics with Boohtmate

● Previous good and bad experiences, and expectations, from a CAI

tools

● Which technical incidents occur more frequently?

● Which communication incidents occur more frequently?

● What are the main distractors?

● What’s the process during a relay?

● The level of acceptance and adoption of technology in their

workflow?

● What do they do during a remote interpretation?
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● Console usage

4.2.4. Blind/Visually Impaired OLI Interpreters

To get insights about blind and visually impaired OLI’s needs and

requirements, interviews with them have been performed too. The research

questions di ered slightly, focusing on the way they live their condition and

how the technology is blended into their life. These interviews had a more

explorative approach, this means that the interviewer asked to see how they

used their assistive technology (AT) objects and how they integrated CAI

tools in their workflow (Annex 2). The interviews have been performed with

4 users:  two visually impaired users and two blind users. The visually

impaired users had two di erent impairments: retinitis pigmentosa and low

visual acuity. Retinitis pigmentosa is a degenerative condition of the retina

that causes loss of vision, in our particular case the user had a decreased

peripheral vision. Table 3 summarises the characteristics of the impairments.

Figure 36 is an attempt to recreate the two users’ sight conditions. The

interview notes can be seen in full in Annex 4.

Table 3: Sight characteristics of the interviewed visually impaired users

Retinitis Pigmentosa Low Visual Acuity

• Color Contrast
• Depth perception
• Color Hue
• Environmental Awareness

• Nearsightedness
• Color Contrast
• Environmental Awareness
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Figure 36: Attempt to recreate the interviewed users’ sight experience

4.3. Data Analysis

Once data has been elicited, and the researcher obtained a good amount of work notes,

this knowledge must be analyzed with the help of di erent tools: a nity diagrams,

pain points, and user requirements.

4.3.1. A nity Diagrams

All the data gathered have been analyzed by grouping the information with the same

topic, or semantic meaning, under closed categories. The contextual inquiry resulted

in 5 categories:

● Behavior/Communication

● Active Role Actions

● Passive Role Actions

● Glossary Management

● Distractors

● Artifacts/Environment

For each category, the following working notes have been grouped:

Behavior/Communication

● Interpreters decide who starts first

● Head and hands movements to communicate

● Muting the mic to communicate

● Communication between interpreters during online events is

handled through external applications, like Whatsapp
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● Communication in the booth is done by writing on a paper

sheet or through Whatsapp chats

Handover Microphone/Turn

● The turn handover is done with visual contact

● Turn handover is prompted by the passive interpreter, which

communicates that is ready

● The turn handover is performed when the active interpreter

switches his microphone o

Glossary Management

● New terms heard during a session are added to a paper sheet:

the “daily glossary”

● The way the daily glossary is used is based on the interpreter’s

level of specialization in the field

● The daily glossary is integrated into wider personal specialistic

glossaries reused after sessions

● Highlights words and writes them in the daily glossary paper

Passive Role Actions

● Does not assist his/her boothmate

● Removes headset

● Reviews past-created glossary

● Message on WhatsApp to communicate word translation

Active Role Actions

● Mutes mic to ask questions to boothmate

● Headset only on one ear

● Often hand on the volume rocker

● Highlights words and write them on the paper

● Hand gestures to the technician to communicate problems

● Clock checking for turn switching

● Ask word translation on WhatsApp chat

Artifacts/Environment

● Smartphone
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● Water

● Desk Lamp

● Desk and Chair

● Pen and paper

● Bosch Hard Console

● Conference program brochure printed

● Personal mini-Laptop (11’’ and below)

Distractors

● Movements in his view

● Speaker’s velocity of speak

● Low audio quality

● Background noise

Hard Console

The primary artifact that the interpreters interact with is the individual hardware

console each interpreter interacts with, it represents the main control panel. Its main

goal is to allow the interpreter to manipulate the incoming and outgoing audio signal.

The model shown in Figure 37 is the Bosch Interpreter Console DCN‑IDESK.

Figure 37: Bosch DCN‑IDESK hardware console used by the interpreters in the booth

The controls on the display show the audio channels that the interpreter is able to

listen to in his headsets, they are two di erent types: floor channel and relay

channels. The former activates the audio stream from the conference, allowing the

interpreter to listen to the original audio; the latter streams the audio from other
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interpretation booths allowing the interpreter to perform the “relay”. As it is possible

to see in Figure 37, in this case, there is only one relay channel, the “ENG”; the floor

channel is repeated multiple times with the label “FLOOR 01 SPA” because the

conference language was Spanish.

Other controls are present such as the microphone switch, mute button, volume

rocker, and other secondary controls. This model encompasses the possible needed

controls that the interpreters would need in the CAI tool and sets the standard that

has been followed in the design of the “soft” console.

4.3.2. Pain Points

As problems arise during the research activities, they have been reported and

summarised in OLIs’ pain points and accessibility OLIs’ pain points :

OLI Pain Points

● Isolation from the boothmate

● The active interpreter mistakenly selects the wrong output channel

● The floor’s audio is not heard from the interpreters

● The passive interpreter forgets to take the turn after 30 minutes

● The active interpreter forgets to pass the turn after 30 minutes

● The interpreters can not hear their boothmate while doing the handover

procedure

● Check when the boothmate microphone is switched o and turn on his own

● Having to assume where the boothmate is going to stop translating

● Before the handover, setting the same output and input channel as the

boothmate

● Being disturbed by the people passing by

● Scarce input audio quality

● Not remembering the translation of a specialistic term

Accessibility OLIs’ Pain Points

● Noticing changes in the interface

● Read small text

● Recognize controls

● 7x7 cm area of sight

● Having to rely on sound and previous knowledge of the world
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Remote Interpretation Setup

An interesting pattern that emerged both during the user

interviews and from the contextual inquiry, was the common

booth set up in remote interpretations. In Figure 38, a photo

provided by one of the interviewed interpreters, it is possible to

see how the interpreter, while in her own house, has multiple

devices set up. A big home computer to follow the conference, a

mini-laptop for the glossary, and her smartphone to

communicate with her boothmate. When asked to explain the

reason, the interpreter addressed the cumbersomeness of CAI

tools, which don’t support private booth communication,

personalization of the video visualization, and glossary

management. This picture encompasses the problems SmarTerp is trying to solve,

therefore it was a positive sign of the preliminary/hypothetical problems defined in

the user-centered business canvas.

4.3.3. User Requirements

To assist the draft of the user requirements the ISO/PAS 24019:2020 - “Simultaneous

interpreting delivery platforms - Requirements and recommendations” has been

taken into consideration. The ISO/PAS covers a wide range of di erent aspects, from

the characteristics of the audio and video signals to interface requirements. Thus, it

has been analyzed to filter and identify the requirements that would influence the

design of SmarTerp. The final result has been an a nity diagram with the

requirements grouped into the corresponding interface elements (Figure 39).
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Figure 39: ISO/PAS 24019:2020 requirements grouped by category

The main categories identified were 3: General, Communication, and Console.

General

● Make interpreter coordinator and interpreter aware that the

speaker's quality (audio or video) is lower than the standard

ISO-18

● Allow interpreters to adjust the size and placement of the

windows ISO-24

● Make the interface accessible to visually-impaired users (Not

blind) ISO-33

● Provide instructions to protect participants and interpreters

from acoustic shocks ISO-22

● Provide one interface to each interpreter in the booth ISO-32

● Avoid using color as the only indicator ISO-39

● Never hide the interpreting window ISO-49

● End-users can adjust the size and placement of the image of

the SLI interpreter, on their screen

● Notify to take over after connection failure of the outgoing

channel boothmate ISO-60

● Provide the possibility to select video feed

● Show SLI their channel boothmate image ISO-57
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● Show to SLI their image ISO-57

● Display presenter and slides in two separate windows ISO-24

● A second window with the audience and broadcast indicator,

slow-down button,  an indicator for the connection status of

each interpreter with the same preselected primary output

channel ISO-51 to 53

Communication

● Enable communication with all the interpreters ISO-85

● Enable communication with the interpreters who have

selected the same outgoing channel ISO-84

● Enable communication with the moderator, speaker or signer

ISO-83

● Enable communication with the operator ISO-82

● Enable communication with the secretariat, or organizer

ISO-86

● Send a slow down message to the moderator

● Show channel private video ISO-88

Console

● General

○ Provide access to the soft console during the assignment ISO-35

○ Always display microphone, camera, incoming

channel, engage outgoing channel state ISO-37

○ Make the soft console always visible ISO-41

● Channels

○ Listen to floor and channel boothmate simultaneously

ISO-88

○ Preselect di erent incoming channels ISO-63

○ For SLI, give the possibility to listen to the input

channel from the devices' speakers ISO-110

○ Preselect incoming and outgoing channels according to

translation language ISO-72

○ Provide bass and treble control ISO-68
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○ Do not turn o  mic when changing incoming channel

ISO-65

○ Show "Engaged" label on the outgoing channel when is

taken ISO-77

○ Indicate incoming channel ISO-65

○ Indicate incoming channels with the channel number

and language abbreviation in the alphanumeric form:

ITA, SPA, ENG ISO-62

○ Changing the incoming channel doesn't change the

outgoing and vice versa ISO-64

○ (not compulsory) Indicate that the selected outgoing

channel is being listen to by someone (with

“Broadcast” indicator) ISO-80

● Controls

○ Turn o  mic indicator when mute pressed ISO-71

○ Make the microphone ON/OFF, camera ON/OFF,

push-to-mute, volume, tone, incoming channel

selection, outgoing channel selection functions always

visible in the soft console ISO-42 to 48

○ SLI console should provide controls to select camera

position ISO-112

○ Must have handover function ISO-58

○ Show volume control range, level, and middle position

ISO-67

○ Provide a visual indication of microphone status during

handover process ISO-96

○ Use red indicator ONLY for mic and camera on ISO-38

○ Balance the volume of the incoming channel ISO-88

○ SLI channel boothmate should be able to select the

same camera height ISO-115

○ Provide the possibility to accept, refuse or reply with

predefined messages to handover requests. ISO-59

Given that the ISO was only a PAS (Publicly Available Specification), the requirements

have been integrated taking into consideration that they could possibly change in the

ISO Standard due in the first half of 2022. Thus, the ISO helped the design team in the

task of designing the interface with the objective of having a product that would need
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the least changes possible to be compliant once the ISO standard was published.

Consequently, the design did not strictly follow the requirements but, with a critical

eye, tried to discern and implement the requirements that did not contrast with the

data that emerged during the user research phase.

4.3.4. Accessibility

As accessibility is named as one of the key di erentiators in SmarTerp’s UCBC

(Section 4.1.2), accessibility requirements have been extracted from the interviews

conducted with visually impaired users.

● Information reduction

● Convey controls/interface status in multiple modalities

● Distinct grouping of controls

● Notifications:

○ Feedback over actions on interface focused in a specific area

○ Feedback for every action taken

○ Notifications should always have the related action button in order to

act directly on the notification context

○ Recognizable notification sounds

● User Interface:

○ High contrasts

○ Shadows enhancement

○ Bold and Semi-bold Fonts

○ Negative contrast polarity (dark mode) interface

● Comply with AAA W3C’s WCAG 2.1 criteria

● Keyboard shortcuts for controls
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4.4. Data Models

After the data has been elicited, through user research, and analized, it is ready to be

modeled in di erent design tools that would be later resorted to in order to inform

design decisions. The models employed in the SmarTerp project have been user

personas, the user journey map, a system interaction journey, and a hierarchical task

inventory.

4.5. User Personas

Observed behavioral data, critical incidents, and the information analyzed helped

generate the OLI user persona. In order to better motivate design decisions, the

persona has been employed in all the models created. For the oral language

interpreters, “Katy”, a 58 years old interpreter from Spain, has been created.
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Age

58 years old

Nationality

Spanish - from Madrid

Working Languages

SPA <> ENG
SPA <> ITA

Field of Specialization

Medical - Dentistry

Profession

Part-time university professor,
Freelance Interpreter

Tools

● Whatsapp

● 11' inch laptop

● Smartphone

● Zoom

● Bosch Hardware Console

● Microsoft Word/Excel

● Pen and Paper

Katy

Goals

● Produce high-quality translation

● Save time in preparation

● Enrich her personal glossary

● Network with boothmates

Problems

● Isolation from her boothmate

● Numerical entities

● Specialized terminology

● Reproduce/recognise proper names

Needs

● Assurance of booth support

● Direct line to solve technical problems

● Having her personal glossary at hand

● High-quality audio

● Knowing interpretation duration

Fears

● Being responsible for technical problems

● Boothmate absence

● Not having the right speakers' terminology
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Katy’s Description

Katy is a freelance interpreter and translator, and a part-time professor at the

Computense University of Madrid teaching in the Master Course of Translation &

Interpretation. She is able to do two jobs at the same time due to the fact that the

interpreting sessions require her to work just a few days a month. She has been a

conference interpreter for 23 years now. She studied Literature and, because of her

passion for languages, started an interpreting career after graduating. Over the

years, she specialized in the dentistry field, she now masters the field's vocabulary.

She owns a small 11' laptop that can easily fit in the booth, she has his glossaries

divided by field (eg. "dentistry", "orthodontology" etc.) in Word format, which she

usually consults before his interpreting session. In the last 20 years, she worked in

the physical booth, with his or her boothmate at his or her side: now that

everything is done remotely she is communicating with his boot mate through

WhatsApp chats and video calls which she sometimes has the ability to use while

interpreting.

During her interpreting session, she usually does not require frequent assistance

from her boothmate. The translating activity does not stress her and she is able to

sustain a full day of conference interpreting. She still struggles to translate

numbers, dates, and names of people, sometimes during the handover process, she

forgets to change to the right output channel.

She gets frustrated when the presenter speaks too fast and changes slides before

she is able to get to the last point.

During the conference, she refers to a sheet of paper to annotate the words that in

that particular day are frequently used or that are new in order to easily recall

them, after interpreting she looks for the translation and adds them to her

glossary.
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4.6. User Journey Map

The scenario is an “as-is” user journey,

this means that the steps and problems

defined refer to the actual experience of

the interpreters.  By mapping the actual

experience, the critical moments that

needed intervention have been visualised.

The specific scenario mapped is the

journey of a Katy, an oral interpreter

before, during, and after an

interpretation session (Figure 40, full

user journey in Annex 5 ). For each phase,

user tasks and activities have been

identified, in Table 4 the pain points are

mapped with the feelings and the design

opportunities. These opportunities had

been later translated in user tasks with

the System Interaction Journey (Section

3.4.5) and ultimately defined

schematically in the HTI (Section 3.4.1).

Figure 40: close-up of the translating session in

the  as-is journey map of Katy, the OLI user

Table 4: Phases, Feelings, Pain points, and Opportunities defined in the User Journey Map

Phase Feeling Pain Point Opportunities

Preparation Nervous
Knowing the right
directions to the
conference location

Providing event informations
and documentation

Start
Interpreting

Tense
Having to assume where
the boothmate is going to
stop translating

Implementing an handover
procedure
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Overwhelmed

The numerous console
settings need to be
adapted accordingly to
the boothmate's

Inherit the console setup after
handover

Interpreting
Session

Overwhelmed

Check when the
boothmate microphone is
switched o  and turn on
his own

Notify when boothmate turns
o  the microphone

Sorry
She mistakenly selects the
wrong output channel

Allow the operator to override
console settings

Bothered Scarce input audio quality Assure high audio quality

Disturbed
Disturbed by people
passing by

Provide a technical
communication channel

Sorry
Doesn't remember the
translation of a
specialistic term

Provide AI ASR of terms

Nervous
Problem in the audio
input: doesn't hear
anything

Fast sending of notifications
about technical issues

Tired
Boothmate takes the turn
5 minutes later

Have a private audio and text
channel with the boothmate

Break-time On Alert
She is constantly
checking the clock for the
handover

Provide a stopwatch counting
the interpreted time

Although having a holistic view of the journey allows the design to tackle each single

problem, solving the problems that emerge during the “Interpretation Session” has

been the priority of the first months of work. As it is possible to see, the opportunities

that emerged are related to specific topics: technical support, communication with the

boothmate, and AI assistance with specialist terms. The subject of the design

concentrated most of the e orts to ideate and evaluate solutions regarding these

particular areas of interest.
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4.7. System Interaction Journey

To get a glance at how an SME would solve design problems, a remote asynchronous

workshop has been run. Three di erent SMEs have been presented with a usage

scenario that, resorting to the information contained in the user journey map, would

encompass all the stages, frustrations, and feelings of the user that experiences

during the usage of the current solutions. An extract of the scenario can be seen in

Figure 41.

Figure 41: extract from Katy’s usage scenario that has been provided to the stakeholders

As it is possible to see, this particular passage addressed the problems that an OLI

interpreter can experience during his interpretation session. Each paragraph has been

labeled following the opportunities and user tasks defined in the journey map. With

the presented usage scenario, the SMEs have been asked to fill in an empty System

Interaction Journey. In order to help co-designing the solutions with the SMEs, as it

can be seen in Figure 41, they have been asked to find a solution to the following

problems:

● Occupying the wrong output channel

● Low audio quality

● The speaker using specialistic terms

● Boothmate communication

● Handover procedure

This co-design exercise provided both a glance into how SMEs would find a solution

to these problems as well as helping constitute the backbone of system requirements
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combined with a detailed map of the overall user and system interactions (Figure 42,

the full system interaction journey can be seen in Annex 6). In this way, the problems

that occurred during the interpretation session have been translated into SmarTerp’s

features and prioritised with the stakeholders with the MoSCoW method.

Figure 42: close-up of the end result of the workshop run with stakeholders, each problem

encountered during the journey has been addressed and a solution has been formulated in

terms of user/system actions.

4.8. Hierarchical Task Inventory

To schematize and help visualise the various tasks that the OLI interpreter could

perform in the system, a Hierarchical Task Inventory diagram has been employed.
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Starting from the upper layer, four main sections have been identified (Figure 43). The

full Hierarchical Task Inventory can be seen in Annex 7. The diagram helps build a

shared understanding with the project stakeholders about the di erent sections and

features. Additionally, serves to have a preliminary understanding of how the

platform’s Information Architecture will be structured.

Figure 43: Katy’s OLI first level of the HTI

4.9. Prototyping and Evaluation

The prototyping phase is the moment in which all the design opportunities and user

requirements are shaped into actual solutions: the approach follows an iterative

process. By presenting low-fidelity mockups to SMEs and stakeholders in order to

gather and implement feedback, the final high-fidelity mockup was produced and

ready to be evaluated.

4.10. Prototyping: Soft Console

The low-fi mockup has been presented in multiple rounds of standalone design

critiques with project stakeholders and SMEs, the various iterations gathered

feedback from team experts so that the development team would always be informed

of the direction the design was taking. The high-level decisions that have been taken

regarded the disposition of the main sections of the interface: the layout (Figure 44).

The design settled for a solution that would resemble the layout of major mainstream

video conferencing platforms: the video streams on the left half of the screen,

communication controls in the right half, and the controls – in our case, the soft

console –in the bottom part.
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Figure 44: resulting layout of the OLI interpreter interface

The soft console had to follow strict requirements defined by the ISO/PAS 24019:2020

about simultaneous interpreting delivery platforms. Along with the ISO requirements,

the accessible users’ requirements have been taken into consideration. (Table 5).

Figure 45: soft console low-fidelity wireframe

Table 5: how accessibility requirements have been integrated into the soft console

low-fidelity mockup.

Requirements Design Choice

Distinct grouping of controls - Grouped controls with
distinguishable labels

- Grouped controls following previous
knowledge of hardware consoles

Keyboard shortcuts for controls Designed shortcuts for the main
controls: Microphone, Mute, Handover,
Input Channels ( )

Convey controls/interface status in
multiple modalities

- Input controls change color
- Switchers have ON/OFF labels
- Controls have changing icons based

on their states
- Microphone status is conveyed also
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through the console’s border-color

As has been mentioned, the design followed an iterative process with the

stakeholders, once done the reviews, the high-fidelity mockup has been designed

(Figure 46). A key di erentiator from the competitor’s solutions is the possibility to

listen to the boothmate while he or she is interpreting (2) and have independent

volume control. Besides this addition, the console had to follow strict requirements

set by the ISO.

Figure 46: soft console hi-fidelity wireframe

1. Input Channels: can be active just one at a time.

○ Settings Button

○ Floor Channel

○ Relay Channels

○ Volume Control: controls the volume of the activated input channels

2. Boothmate Channel: activated when the boothmate has the mic ON. Has its

own volume control

3. Main Controls: Microphone, Mute, Handover buttons

4. Output Channels: Activated only one at a time. The “Engaged” label is shown if

an interpreter has the microphone ON and the output channel selected.

4.10.1. Prototyping: Communication

In order to compensate for the loss of physical presence, we aimed to streamline the

communication between the interpreters in the same booth. Although communication

channels were already defined in the requirements section, data from the research

showed how interpreters were well accustomed to integrating the instantaneous

messaging app, like WhatsApp, into their workflow, especially group chats. In Table 6

it is possible to see how communication problems have been solved in the solution.

Table 6: SmarTerp design choices based on OLIs’ problems and needs.

Problem/Need Design Choice
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Boothmate communication ● Boothmate private chat channel
● Boothmate private audio channel

Assurance of booth support ● “Booth Assistance” group chat with
Operator, boothmate, and Moderator

Direct line to solve technical problems ● “Help Request” functionality

Isolation from her boothmate ● Video connection with boothmate
● Indicator showing the Boothmate’s

state: “Not Interpreting”,
“Interpreting”, “Muted”, and “Talking
to You”

Being distracted by movements ● “Hide chats” toggle which allows the

Figure 47: communication module hi-fidelity wireframe

1. Chats:

● Boothmate: private chat with the boothmate

● Your Booth (group chat): chat with the Boothmate, the Operator, and

the Interpreter Coordinator
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● All Interpreters (group chat): only interpreters chat

● Chats with other users

2. Hide Chats Toggle: hides all the conversations

3. “Search” Button

4. “Settings” Button

5. Your Boothmate Video Stream

6. Your Boothmate Status:

● Connection Indicators

● Status:

○ “Interpreting” (Red)

○ “Not Interpreting” (Green)

○ “Muted" (Yellow)

○ “Talking to You” (Yellow)

7. Box Border Color: matching status

8. Interpreter Self-Webcam Stream

9. Chat Window

10. “Speak to Your Boothmate” button

11. “Report a Problem” button: when clicked, sends a notification to the Operator

4.10.2. Prototyping: AI module

The main scenario in which the interpreters are going to seek aid from the AI module

is when the interpreter is presented with an unfamiliar/uncommon term in the source

language’s speech. The AI module, thanks to automatic speech recognition (ASR)

capabilities, will provide the uncommon terms which make the interpretation task

di cult for interpreters.

Table 7: SmarTerp design choices based on OLIs’ problems and needs.

Problem/Need Design Choice

Numerical entities ● Provide AI module with numerical
entities

Specialized terminology / Acronyms ● Provide AI module with specialized
terminology and acronyms

Personal names, Countries, Brands, etc. ● In the AI module, provide Named
Entities

As it is possible to see, there are di erent speech entities that represent an obstacle to

a correct rendition of the interpretation. These entities require a high cognitive load to
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be processed and remembered, therefore they impact the quality and the mental

workload of the interpreters.

4.10.3. Prototyping: Keyboard Shortcuts

In order to increase the accessibility and the expert use of the interface, keyboard

shortcuts have been defined. These shortcuts will be tested in the first

implementation of the interface, in particular, they have been designed as a result of

the interviews performed with blind users, which accounted for the presence of

memorable keyboard shortcuts as an accessibility feature that can positively impact

their usage.

Table 8: SmarTerp OLIs’ interpretation interface keyboard shortcuts

Function Key Shortcut Comments

Microphone SPACE

Mute M Hold to activate, release to
deactivate

Handover H

Speak to Your Boothmate P Hold to activate, release to
deactivate

Input Channels 1,2,3,4,5 [Channel Number]

Output Channels 9 (Channel A), 0 (Channel B)

4.10.4. Prototyping: Handover Procedure

The handover functionality has been reported as one of the most complex and

important steps of the interpretation activity. As it is possible to see in the user

journey, the handover is performed at the beginning and at the end of each

interpretation turn. Given that is a process that requires dividing the attention

between the interpretation task and the boothmate status, it requires a lot of mental

e ort. This e ort can be explained by considering the popular Seven Stages of Actions

theorised by Don Norman in 1986 (K. Whitenton , 2018). This model explains how in

every human-computer interaction is composed of two gulfs, or distances: execution

distance and evaluation distance (Figure 48).
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Figure 48: Norman’s Seven Stages of Action

During the evaluation distance, the user builds an understanding of the state of the

system in order to plan the action that will perform in the execution distance. In order

to make the users’ interaction more natural and e ortless the designer has to

accomplish two tasks:

● Execution distance: make the available actions easier to be executed

● Evaluation distance: make the system status di cult to be misunderstood

By following these principles, the handover functionality had to match the users’

mental models and previous experiences. By looking at the research data, it was clear

that the handover was usually performed by the passive interpreter who

communicated its availability to take the turn to the active interpreter. As next step,

the active interpreter would switch its microphone o to communicate and allow the

passive to activate its microphone and start the interpretation. The interaction model

of this handover procedure has been schematised Figure 49.
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Figure 49: SmarTerp’s handover procedure

As it is possible to see, this procedure lowers the possible actions that the active

interpreter can perform to only one – the ”Turn my microphone OFF” button – and

clearly communicates the status of the system by prompting the user with a clear,

informal notification: “[boothmate’s name] is ready to take over the interpretation”.

In this way, the mental burden is lowered and transferred to the passive interpreter,

which, on the contrary, has the cognitive resources to start and perform the handover

procedure.

4.10.5. Evaluation: Usability Test

The OLI interface has been evaluated with 5 representative users (Whitenton, 2018).

An interactive prototype has been created with the support of the prototyping tool

ProtoPie in which some features have been performed with the Wizard-of-Oz

procedure. The results have been positive, with an mean SUS score of 90.5 (SD: 6.7)

and an overall mean for the post-task Single Ease Questions of 6.5 (SD: 0.3). Although

the means can not be assumed to be statistically relevant, the single results helped in

the understanding of the individual users’ perceptions and in getting insights puring

post-taks interviews (Sauro, 2011). Interaction with the interpreting interface has
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been mostly successful, some confusion and failures have been observed in the

handover process. The usability test plan can be seen in Figure 50.

Figure 50: OLIs Interface usability test plan

4.10.5.1. Test Objectives

The objectives of the test have been to evaluate the fundamental features that the

interpreters need to be able to perform during the use of SmarTerp: set the soft

console, use the communication channels, perform the handover procedure, and

understand the interface and boothmate status. Thus, the research questions have

been defined as:

● Is the interpreter interface easy to understand?

● Are the interpreters able to use the soft console?

● Is the interface status well communicated?

● Is the procedure to ask for help understandable?

● Is the handover procedure understood?
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4.10.5.2. Test Tasks

The test objectives derived from the Katy’s, the OLI user persona, goals and problems.

The product functionalities that have been tested corresponded to the following user

characteristics:

● Save time in preparation

● Support presence

● Direct line to support

● Problems of accountability of problems

● Boothmate absence

Therefore, the test tasks have been modeled in order to assess if the defined user

problems and goals have been correctly tackled by the product design. In Table 9 is

possible to see how the user tasks and task goals have been structured.

Table 9: usability test tasks and goals

User Persona Characteristic Task Task Goal

Save Time
Perform the pre-conference
procedures with the support
of the operator

Check the output channels
connection, and get ready to
interpret

Support Presence
Send a message in the Booth
Assistance chat and receive
an answer

Understand feedback from the
Operator

Direct Line to support
Open the Booth Assistance
chat

Communicate with the Operator

Problems Accountability of
Problems

Diagnose problems that
emerge during the use

Understand the state of the
interface

Boothmate Absence
Recognise boothmate video
and private chat

Recognize boothmate
communications

By using as a reference the tasks defined in Table 9 and the steps of the user journey

map, three interaction scenarios have been defined: Exploration, “Before the

Conference” scenario, “During the Conference” scenario. For each scenario, test tasks

have been defined (Table 10).

Table 10: usability test tasks

Tasks

1. Exploration
2. "Before" Scenario (Sound
Check)

3. "During" Scenario (Handover)

1.1 Interact with the
interface (Think Aloud)

2.1 Follow operator
instructions

3.1 Activate Boothmate Channel

1.2 Set the console as the
interpretation would start

2.2 Activate Input Channels 3.2 Send Handover Request
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soon

2.3 Activate Output Channels 3.3 Start the Interpretation

2.4 Activate Microphone 3.4 Receive Handover Request

2.5 Send message to Booth
Chat

During the first scenario, Exploration, the user is invited to interact with the interface

in order to understand its functioning and report its thoughts through the Think

aloud protocol and, by the end of the interaction, set the soft console input and output

channels as the interpretation session would start soon.

The second scenario is performed though the Wizard-of-Oz procedure, the interface

displays to the interpreter that he is receiving a voice connection coming from the

Operator. In this part, a third collaborator would start talking though the Zoom call

and give instructions to the interpreter.

The last scenario is a simulation of a 3 minutes interpretation session: the interpreter

switches between active and passive roles, thus is asked to send and receive the two

handover requests. The questionnaire proposed after each scenario completion can be

seen in Annex 10.

4.10.5.3. Participants

Before the test, the participants have filled a pre-test questionnaire (Annex 8) to help

inform the test and filter possible outliers. The target users that the study wanted to

be involved were representative, meaning that they had to be similar to Katy’s profile

(Section 4.10). Overall, the participants involved were all expert interpreters with

more than 10 years of experience in the field, 3 males and 2 females. To test visual

accessibility, one of the participants represented an “accessible user persona”, this

particular user is a ected by a peripheral vision loss, Retinitis pigmentosa. The full

results of the pre-test questionnaire can be seen in Annex 9.

4.10.5.4. Test Results

Although quantitative data coming from five participants can not be statistically

significant, the mean SUS score of 90.5 (SD: 6.7) and an overall mean for the

post-task Single Ease Questions of 6.5 (SD: 0.3) can be symptomatic that the usage of

the proposed design solutions is considered usable, satisfactory, and e cient
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(Laubheimer, 2018). Although we had very good results in the completion of the tasks

(Table 11), some users expressed confusion during the handover procedure. (Annex 11)

Table 11: users’ success/confusion in each test  task

1. Exploration
2. "Before" Scenario (Sound Check)

3. "During" Scenario
(Handover)

1.2 Set
Console

2.1 Follow
operator

instructions

2.3 Activate
Output

Channels
2.4 Activate
Microphone

2.5 Send
message to
Booth Chat

3.2 Send
Handover
Request

3.4 Receive
Handover
Request

Succe
ss

Confu
sions

Succe
ss

Confu
sions

Succe
ss

Confu
sions

Succe
ss

Confu
sions

Succe
ss

Confu
sions

Succe
ss

Confu
sions

Succe
ss

Confu
sions

P1 -
JS 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
P2 -
BW 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
P3 -
TS 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
P4-
SV 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
P5 -
SC 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
Mean 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.4 1.0 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.2

The comments about the handover procedure regarded the users whose mental model

did not match with the designed process, like in TS, the participant number 3.

Although the standard in-person handover procedure requires the passive interpreter

to start the communication, users that had previous knowledge about other CAI tools

had already formed mental models: in this case, the active interpreter was the one

starting the handover procedure. This case was contemplated in the design of the

platform but was not in the scope of the testing; Figure 51 shows how the handover

scenario will be implemented and support the need for both the procedures to be

available for the users to perform.
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Figure 51: handover scenario 2, the active interpreter starts the process

On the interface level, some doubts remained about the meaning of controls, which

resulted in the need of adding meaningful labeling. Doubts arose from the

introduction of unique features such as the Boothmate input channel and the operator

voice connection. In Table 12 it is possible to see the behaviors observed, the users that

presented them, and the possible solution to fix the usability problem.

Table 12: observations coming from observing the users interacting with the prototype, a

possible solution is proposed for each observation.

Observation
P1 -
JS

P2 -
BW

P3 -
TS

P4-
SV

P5 -
SC

Possible solution Notes

Navbar:
Fullscreen is assumed to put
the video from the floor as
fullscreen

Adding tooltip
explaining
fullscreen

This happens also because
in this testing the video
floor didn't have any
controls

Navbar:
Confused about the meaning
of the hour

Adding Label:
"Conference's
Time"
and Local Time

Reported meaning: Hour it
starts, hour right now

Communication:
Doesn't notice the chat
controls in the top bar

Enhance section
contrast with the
background

Communication: Thinks the
operator can hear them

Change the
notification to
"You're listening to
the operator." after
notification "Operator
has disconnected"

When the connection with the
operator was established, the
users talked to the operator,
they assumed it's "call"

Soft Console: Boothmate control
"OFF" is interpreted as
microphone is o or just

Provide the
"Boothmate audio"
label above the

The meaning is always
understood by every user. after
interacting with the button
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confusing control
or
Provide connected
channel and mic
status in the
boothmate indicator
or
Add (i) info icon that,
when clicked, opens a
modal explaining the
functioning of the
feature

Soft Console: doesn't identify
clearly the relay channels

Add "Relay
Channels" label

Task 3.2 - Handover: Clicks on
the "Turn mic ON" button
instead of the microphone
control

Below the Turn ON
button add a
caption: "or click
on your
microphone"

Finds sending handover as
passive
cumberstone/awkward/not
secure

Implement
Handover Scenario
2: "Active asks for
handover" ("Steal
microphone")

Reported to want it as
Interactio: the active sends
the handover request and
the passive finds the right
spot where to "steal the
microphone".
4-SV comments that
there's the need to be no
delay between his handover
and the boothmate starting
5-SC he wishes there was a
way in which the other
boothmate know the exact
point in which take over the
mic

4.10.5.5. Research Questions and Conclusions

Table 13: final answers to research questions

Research questions Conclusion

Is the interpreter interface easy to understand?
Yes, the interpreters have were able to
interact with all the interface functionalities
without the need of instructions

Are the interpreters able to use the soft console?
Yes, with some doubts at the beginning,
concerning relay channels and boothmate
channels

Is the interface status well communicated?

We miss some labels and the sections don't
contrast enough with the background, the
operator's voice connection copy was
misunderstood

Is the procedure to ask for help understandable? Yes, the interpreters identified the "Booth
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Assistance" chat and used it to report their
issues

Is the handover procedure understood?

Interpreters that are used to other ways of
asking for handover will assume the
functioning based on their previous
knowledge. Is important to implement all 3
scenarios of handover: the scenario in
which the handover is requested from the
active interpreter, and the passive
interpreter “steals” the microphone is
perceived as more accurate for maintaining
a high quality of rendition during the
handover procedure. Overall, the handover
procedure that starts from the passive
interpreter is well understood.
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5. Conclusions and Next Steps

The SmarTerp project is an Innovation Activity that has great potential of success, it

aims to expand and improve interpreters’ work activity thanks to the collaboration of

numerous international teams. The slogan “designed by interpreters, for

interpreters” that can be found on their website entails the primary goal of the

organisation: putting its users’ problems at the center of the design process

(Smarterp, 2021). The subject of this master thesis has been the evaluation of the oral

interpreters’ interface; this interface is the core of innovative functionalities that

SmarTerp is developing. It can be considered a milestone in the project: it took a

considerable amount of resources to gather and modelise the data that now constitute

the backbone for the project’s future developments. The results obtained from the

usability test have been rather positive: the users did not display any major problem in

interacting with the system. Still, some di culties emerged while interacting with the

handover functionality: these problems, that emerged from previously formed mental

models, have been solved by designing multiple handover processes. Whilst testing

for usability, accessibility of the interface has been tested for a particular impaired

vision condition, retinitis pigmentosa. The result was outstanding: despite minor

problems regarding color contrast and the visual di erentiation between the

interface’s sections, the user successfully interacted with the interface and completed

all the usability tasks. Qualitative results showed that the product has been perceived

as useful, and some particular features have been addressed to be innovative in the

sector of the CAI tools, such as the boothmate video connection, the private chat with

the boothmate, and the input channel dedicated to listening to the boothmate.

Although the amount of work was significant, multiple product’s functionalities

haven’t been designed and tested yet. Relative to the OLI Theme, the prototype

included the functionalities that were considered essential, and did not test other

crucial parts of the interface. With the aim of providing a product that could perform

on the market against the competition, other rounds of usability testing should be

conducted to assess the other functionalities. As for the accessibility of the software,

to be sure that the product allows blind interpreters to be able to use the interface,

once the first prototype is implemented, an expert evaluation following the WCAG 2.1

guidelines will be performed. To end the accessibility evaluation, an ad-hoc

accessibility test with the blind interpreters interviewed during the research will be

undertaken to test the compatibility with the assistive technology in the context of a

highly mental demanding task such as the interpretation activity.
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Looking with a more long-term holistic view of the interpretation sector, SmarTerp

will have to tackle problems that each sector inherits from the virtualisation of work

activities: isolation and sociality problems. In a not so distant future, where the usage

of SmarTerp will be accepted as work practice, an aspect that is embedded in the

interpretation job will start lacking: the social aspect of meeting colleagues and

building networks of professional connections. This diminishing condition already

emerged from the first interviews, where interpreters expressed their concerns and,

in some cases, skepticism towards adopting the solution. In the foreseeable future

SmarTerp should start tackling these important problems if it aims to establish itself

as a solution that fully empowers interpreters and their work activity.
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7. Annexes
7.1. Annex 1: OLI Interview Plan

Warm-up:

● My role, the project, Susana, the outcome of the interview

● Ask for recording

● Concrete Questions:

○ How long have you been doing conference interpretation?

○ Did you undergo any particular studies?

○ Which languages do you work with?

■ Do you have any preference?

○ Is this your full-time job? Primary and secondary job?

○ Do you work in associations or how do you find work?

General

● Which kind of event do you usually work in? Are you specialized in any field in particular?

How many?

● What is the criteria in which one starts as active and the other passive?

● What are the things you usually bring in the booth? Why?

● Do you use a glossary?

○ How many

○ How: before, during, after the session

○ Critical accident, difficulties?

● Do you remember the last time something went wrong during your interpreting session?

● What is the thing you most commonly mistake during interpretation?

● What about the linguistic entities?

● Did you do any remote interpreting session?

Remote Active Role

● Last time you did it?

● How many times?

● How was your setting?

● How were you communicating with your boothmate?

● The last time you had a problem? Did something go wrong?

● Did something go particularly well? Something that you really liked

Remote Passive Role

● Did something bad happen?

● Did you got to help your colleague?

● Did you communicate with your colleague?
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In-person Active Role

● Do you usually communicate to your boothmate while in an active role? Tell me the last time

you remember doing it. Did something go wrong?

● Have you ever had to force a handover? What happened for you to make that decision? Does

this happen often?

● What is the part of the interpretation that gave you the most problem? Do you recall doing

any big major mistake during the interpretation?

● Did something go particularly well?

In-person Passive Role

● How do you collaborate with your boothmate during the sessions?

● Which activities do you perform for each other?

CAI tools

● Have you ever used a computer assisted interpreting tool?

● Name?

● What were your feelings?

● Did you use it for interpreting?

● How did it work in your opinion?

● Did something go wrong? Do you remember a specific moment in which something went

wrong?

Opinion questions

● Do you feel we didn’t cover any important points? Would you like to add something more?
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7.2. Annex 2: Visually Impaired OLIs Interview Plan

Warm-up

○ My role, the project, Susana, the outcome of the interview

○ Ask for recording

○ How long have you been doing conference interpretation?

○ Did you undergo any particular studies?

○ Is this your full-time job? Primary and secondary job?

○ Which languages do you work with?

■ Do you have any preference?

○ Do you work in associations or how do you find work?

Visual Condition

○ Could you please explain to me your visual condition?

○ Which kind of technological devices do you use?

○ Do you use any assistive technology?

■ Which kind? Digital or physical?

■ What is your work setting?

■ What about the interpretation? Which kind of technology do you use?

○ Have you ever used a webapp, web software that is accessible to blind users? Name

it

○ Do you know how to read braille?

In Remote

○ Did you do any remote interpreting session?

○ Last time you had an interpretation job?

■ How was your setting?

■ What went wrong?

○ Boothmate?

■ How were you communicating?

■ How could you understand when your turn finished?

○ The last time you had a problem? Did something go wrong?

General

● Which kind of event do you usually work in? Are you specialized in any field in particular?

How many?

● What are the things you usually bring in the booth? Why?

● Do you use a glossary?
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○ How many

○ How: before, during, after the session

○ Critical accident, difficulties?

● What is the part of the interpretation that gives you the most problems?

● Speech entities are mistaken the most?

Opinion questions

● How do you imagine it would work having an interpreting console in a web app?

○ Can you think of any solution actually in the market that could make the interpreting

job more accessible?

○ Which kind of feedback/interaction method do you think would be appropriate for a

blind interpreter that wanted to interact with the console?

● Do you feel we didn’t cover any important points? Would you like to add something more?
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7.3. Annex 3: OLI Interview - Notes

P1 - LJ

French & Spanish interpreter

- She as been interpreter for 30 years

- Studied Language & Interpretation University, and Politics- she didn’t finish them. Then did a

1 year course of conference interpreting

Jobs: interpreter, translator & professor (interpreter classes). 50% translation 50% interpretation

Last interpretation job: in the radio. No specialization in particular context. Meeting interpretation, in

translation she is specialized in marketing & sales..

Always the same interpreters for a client that's specialized in fishing.

Preparation: website, and google concepts related to the context. PowerPoint from clients is ideal for

preparation. Quotes in the media, a lot of videos from YouTube. Example: an author is going to quote

his book so she needs to know what to do. In that case: she has printed sheets of paper with phrases

with sentences from his book. She searches in the excel for technical terms or in the paper.

Glossary: big database with all the words, 30k words, used during the interpretation.

The glossary is updated with agreement of the boothmate so they use the same translation.

Glossary divided fields. In the excel she has the General tab, Marketing tab, Fishing tab.

Glossary also divided per client. Everytime she works with a particular customer she gets that glossary

back.

Problem with preparation: an updated interview plan with questions and text was sent 1h before the

interview so she had

Problem with remote interpreting: Afraid of power off in the house during the interpretation due to

electrical contact. Always on alert.

Speaker Microphone is low quality and is challenging to interpret.

During the interpretation: Google tabs, glossary, power point from the client.

Handover: Need to ask for availability of the boothmate. Best change: when there is a speaker change.

When they are on Zoom they communicate with whatsapp. They have codes: 1, 2, 3. They need to be

short.

● 1: ready?

● 2: ok ready

● 3: now

Whatsapp video call; you can do visual signs so they don’t need to send codes.

Forget to do the handover happens.

It’s not that they stick to 30 minutes perfectly. It can change depending on the conference: coffee

pause close, speaker change.
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She has the same boothmate team: 4-5 colleagues that she usually works with. Not the same

boothmate.

P2 - IT

Interpreter since 2006, ITA, SPA, ENG

Bachelor in Foreign Languages, came to Spain after not being able to get a Master.

She found a School for simultaneous interpreters. Started working in congresses.

She is an interpreter and document translator at the same time. During covid time She is doing

courses in “speakering” to improve her breathing, voice etc. She interpreted in various fields, medic,

entertainment, meeting in Chief-level meeting.

She works by being called agencies for interpreters.

Usual problems are audio problems in the booth

Remote interpretation: afraid of not having her boothmate at sight, stressful because of lack of

possibility of communication and also needing to check for multiple technological devices.

She used a remote interpreting platform, The Global Password, where they used the chat for

communicating between interpreters: “do you hear me well?”, “let me know when you’re handing

off”, terms and synonyms.

Happened to do 1:30h alone interpreting in a private meeting.

“I’m not technological, and in our work you need to be super focused so we need”

Preparation: important to have all the speakers' power points. YouTube videos of speakers talking.

Company’s website.

Glossary: she prepares the glossary with the client. She has different columns: comment, acronyms.

She organizes the different glossaries by theme, sub-theme, congress name and client name.

She prints sheets for the congress with all the glossary.

After the congress she corrects and checks the terms with her colleagues.

She finds it difficult to translate numbers, proper and specialized names. They are pronounced one

after the other really rapidly. The bathmate can help.

Between sessions she closes her eyes and listens to her colleague. Takes notes about what the

colleague says. It often happens that her boothmate is not present and doesn’t help her.

P3 - CG

Spanish, French Interpreter

Almost 30 years experience (since 1992). Learned by doing, no masters in the past. She was doing her

PhD, she trained for 1.half years at first by just
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She works for an Institutions, FAO (Food and Agriculture..). Works in agriculture for mediterreanean.

She is a part of the Interpreters teams (7 ppl). She is the community manager, social media manager,

cover activities, press releases etc. and interpreting as well

Glossary: specific pest, crops etc. They do a general review, look at the presentation. If they have

doubts they contact the speakers or other organizations. Each of them has their glossary. Once the

activity is over they edit and review glossary and words. They are working on a shared database for

the glossaries.

At the beginning she was struggling with everything, she was insecure of the translation.

Critical Incident: Japanese accent: “seed famine” instead of “seed farming”.

She just had a remote interpreting session: one hour ago the speaker was using a really bad

microphone, she missed a lot of info. Some speakers don’t switch on the cam and not having visual

cues about the speaker is difficult.

Communication with boothmate: they’re sharing the booth so they can use the non-verbal cues: hand

movements and write the terms on the sheet.

She reads ppt presentations ahead to anticipate difficult words for her colleague.

They tried “Interactio”: she said simple and nice. They didn’t buy because it’s too expensive. They had

a sound technician sent from Interactio. Problem: the first days they couldn't see the technician chat

so they workaround they did was with the technician.

She was able to use the chat depending on the difficulty of the topic and the speaker velocity.

They usually work with the relay: they open a zoom session and feed the zoom in the console, they

have just one screen with an external mic and the zoom call of the conference. The mic on the console

is on as well to allow the other booths to listen to her booth.

P4 - PF

Spanish, English, French

10 years experience

Private translation Interpretation course of one year in Madrid

Translator, Teach and Interpreter. She is a freelance and she is part of an Association but she mostly

works with agencies.

Remote Interpretation: quality of the connection of the speaker can be a problem, no good quality

microphones or headphones used by them is a problem as well.

Problem: 7 booths, working with relay, German interpreter lost her connection and had to come in the

Zoom call but she was in as a panelist thus she was talking over the other panelists. The technician

had to log her in as an interpreter.
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Glossary: all the assignments, used before with the material provided by the panelists. Google Drive

Spreadsheet, they work simultaneously on the spreadsheet. On an iPad. She uses them mostly before

the session, they are in an alphabetical order so the search is easier.

She has problems mostly with numbers and speaker names.

Communication in the booth: they mostly use Zoom, because zoom doesn't allow them to listen to

boothmates. They have a whatsapp video call and another screen with whatsapp web. She uses the

chat while she’s listening, she doesn’t use the chat while interpreting. She can’t. The colleague is

listening to her in the video call.

She wasn’t satisfied with Interactio and VoiceBox chat in the past, recently VoiceBox changed and is

way better “Now I would use this chat” (she sent a screenshot to Susana).

VoiceBox’s chat screenshot sent to Susana

She feels better to have the chat on the phone because she says that she doesn’t want the chat while

interpreting and the phone is handy to manage while interpreting.

In the chat they write translation of words, numbers and the “CODE”: “1” = “You have one minute

left”

They agree over the codes beforehand, when they connect beforehand. They decide: time

interpreting per person, the codes and the hand gestures.

She uses these codes on a regular basis.

She used to have the same colleagues. Now with Corona she had this kind of setup: an event in

September in the UK, client in Argentina, the bathmate was an Argentinian living in Brazil.

Of Zoom she likes the immediacy of the changes, of Interactio she liked the chat.

P5 - TS

23 years interpreting. There was no course in interpretation when she started interpreting, so she

went to an academia.

She is an interpreter and translator: more tranduction. She does simultaneous conference

interpretation in the fields of law and ortodontia. She works as a freelancer with private clients and
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through an agency (mostly).

She gets a whatsapp call or an email from the agency before preparing the meeting.

Preparation: reunion theme, send documentation and she adds the words on the glossaries. Searches

on YouTube for people that are going to be interpreted to understand

Glossaries: multiple excel files (divided by field, speciality) with 3 languages (ENG; FRA; SPA) with a lot

of columns and around 7000 words:

1. eng

2. spa

3. fra

4. client name

5. comments

6. campo semantico (eg. finanzas)

7. campo general (eg. negocios)

She also has specific tabs for clients that require a really particular glossary. These glossaries are

feeded with data both from the translation work and the interpretation.

When she finds a difficult word she looks for the translation in her glossary, if she doesn’t find it there

she looks in specific online dictionaries. Collins for English.

During the interpretation she uses her glossaries: she searches the word during the interpretation.

Remote interpreting: during a radio interpretation there was a problem in the configuration of zoom,

the journalists didn’t know how to activate the interpretation feature.

She is going to perform a consecutive interpretation therefore she is going to be inside the call as a

panelist.

She has an office in which she has the right equipment but for covid reasons it is not always possible

to make her boothmates come there. When she’s completely remote she finds that the problem in

the handover is that either they speak over each other or there are silent voids.

They tried to solve the handover problems through whatsapp, using codes: 1 = “Change?”, 2 =

“Ready”, 3 = “Now”. Problem she encountered: the person didn’t have any experience with this

therefore the result was bad.

She doesn’t read the chat while interpreting, she reads while not interpreting. When they send her a

message she doesn't notice it and it’s a problem.

One huge problem she has is writing the word she wants to ask her boothmate: meaning going from

oral to writing it’s an additional effort. Also, reading is difficult as well, while she looks at the slides she

doesn’t really read but she looks for clues.

7.4. Annex 4: Visually Impaired OLIs - Notes

P1 - SC - Retinitis Pigmentosa
Conference interpreter since 1990

Studies Master in Interpretation, in Tenerife.
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He has been a translator, from 94 to ‘00 he has been teaching.

His primary job in terms of time is translation.

Spanish and English and French written.

He is a freelancer.

In recent years he work

Retinitis Pigmentosa, genetic condition, deterioration of retina. Diagnosed in 95 and degenerative.

He sees just the spot in which he’s looking. I.e. he doesn’t see peripheral popup notifications.

He uses hearing to understand what happened and where to look. He will not see a popup if it doesn’t

have sound. Flash could help him understand what’s “new” on the screen, meaning that if it’s flashing

it’s “new”.

He can see my face on the phone perfectly, 7x7cm circa the area that he’s able to see. He is not able

to see the Whatsapp controls at the bottom of the screen.

Computer has a large computer, it’s a home computer.

He doesn’t use any digital assistive technology. He is telling that given that the impairment is

deteriorating with time he’s getting accustomed to the little deterioration that he’s experiencing. He’s

using phone, telephone.

He uses glasses with particular yellow lenses: he has a deteriorated 3D perception – he sees things as

“flat” – so they help him see contours. 800€ euros glasses. He uses them also for using the computer.

Colors are perceived differently because of the glasses’ colour.

He did a remote interpretation session recently. When he uses a new program he needs to test it

beforehand.

During the interpretation he has a Whatsapp call on with his colleagues, the person that interprets

turns on his mic on the whatsapp call. They decide the hand gestures beforehand.

His opinions: Mic button clearly displayed, mic state clearly stated, new notifications need to be

signified through acoustic and visual characteristics that convey novelty. He is slower into finding

controls but he’s effective, he manages to use controls but it takes him more time.

He worked with a blind interpreter, she was very competent. She was using a braille notebook on her

lap to take notes during the interpretation: Conception Estaun.

P2 - JS - Blind

From 2005, before translation.

His only clients are international organizations of the ONU.

Not worked a lot in the last months due to covid.

He is not specialized over a specific topic, he worked on a wide range of different topics.

Blind, Safari, Apple Watch, MacOS and a Braille Display (VarioUltra). He uses the braille display to read

screens (iPhone or MacBook Pro). He uses the braille blocknotes where he reads documents (PDF).

VoiceOver has a problem during interpretation so he says that braille is the way to interact.

Interacting with the braille display while interpreting is difficult, the braille reading is conflicting with

the oral functions. He can’t read the braille text while is interpreting. He uses the Apple watch for the

time.
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Braille displays are becoming increasingly cheaper (i.e. Orbit Reader) but their distribution is opposed

by other businesses that were used to sell it at a high price tag. These braille displays are too loud for

the interpreting: the mechanism used to raise the pins makes too much noise. He uses the braille

display for the whole day.

Recently he interpreted a remote event, but he was in the physical booth. It was a Zoom call. They

were using the console in the booth. His boothmate in case she had something to communicate could

tap him on the arm and he would mute the microphone. He said that he tries to forget all the bad

episodes.

Preparation: he searches the words for the glossaries in the conference websites. He doesn’t create

glossaries for preparation. He loses a lot of time to research the terms in the glossaries. He says that

the documentation is usually too much. Interpreters usually complain a lot.

Remote voice is more difficult to understand thus the turns should be shortened into 20 minutes. He

uses OCR reading to read documents or he asks his boothmate to help him. He uses Linguee for

translation, but he relies mostly on his memory.

Translation has become increasingly inaccessible because of the client needs of translating directly on

the graphical layout.

His opinion: he thinks he needs a virtual console with the same keys activated with the braille display

or by using keyboard shortcut. Have the need of knowing the status of the controls (on/off): know he

has the voice feedback and also braille feedback.

Zoom's audience interface is accessible to blind interpreters, but he never managed to configure the

interpretation for his own calls. He tried Kudo and he reports that it is not accessible at all: he was not

able to use it. He says that he opened an account and got the “certification” (he finds it useless). He is

very disappointed about Kudo’s choice to not start the policy.

He emphasises how much app updates that change the app disrupts his life and makes him frustrated

because from one day to the other an app becomes inaccessible.

P3 - RF - Blind

2 years ago she started her Bachelors. She just started. She is a freelancer. SPA ENG

Full time job

She is blind from birth. She uses a MacBook Pro and iPhone with screen reader on. She has a Braille

display but he doesn’t use it a lot because she feels she’s more efficient with the screen reader. She

uses the braille display mostly to read books and take notes for interpreting (she refers to using

speech more for interpreting). For consecutive interpreting she writes down the terms on the braille

display.

Text distracts her while simultaneous interpretation, she writes in a notepad app and listens to it while

interpreting.

She creates Excel spreadsheets for the glossary (very limited, 40-70 words). She goes through it before

the interpretation with the VoiceOver.
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She does community interpreting: social services, she gets calls from different services and she does

consecutive interpretation.

Last January she did an interpretation session. She didn’t have any boothmate assistance and that was

a problem.

There is no handover function in zoom so she found a workaround to it through Whatsapp call so that

the boothmatecould hear her while she was

She was using Zoom chat to ask her boothmate questions. She set the notification to sound just for

her boothmate. She presses Control on her keyboard and it silences the notification if it is reading the

message.

She used Kudo and Interprefy, and VoiceBoxer. She wishes they had keyboard shortcuts to use the

handover, particularly in this way: you hear a sound, click a button to accept, and a notification that

says “ok, mic on”.

She doesn’t want to add the braille display, but it would add further load given her limited experience

because she thinks she’s not quick as she should be. Scrolling task of the braille could be

She finds that the “Read the last message” command would be a possible way to avoid constant

distractions

She prefers native apps because they make better use of the accessibility features than web-apps.

Why: if she’s using a native app she can go on chrome and use it just for search, the problem is that

the webapp is mixed within the chrome tabs.

Controls volume of different channels. Assign channels 1: spanish 2: english etc. She needs keyboard

shortcuts. Keyboard shortcut to search specific parts of the application.

She suggests using specific sounds for each feature on notification.

P4 - CB - High Visual Degradation

Interprets since ‘85, Interpreters School in Bologna

Primary job, English<>Italian

Medical conferences and congresses mainly, Freelance in Assointerpreti Association.

Degraded visual condition, retina syndrome.

She uses a smartphone and computer. She gets help from a caregiver.

Big characters, with the mousewheel she is able to enlarge font size.

She uses the internet to search terms and for glossaries. She looks at the screen at around 5cm

distance

She used Zoom business with 2 channels.

For the handover, while active she gets a voice call at the end of her turn, she replies to the call and

the bathmate listens to her boothmate.
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She doesn’t use the chat, because of the visual impairment and because of being overwhelmed.

Problems she encountered: the speaker was using a low quality microphone.

She has a problem with the expectation the audience has towards the interpreters, she feels like

they’re expecting an unrealistic service: “like in the advertisements” - “interpreters are not actors”.

She requires at least a 22px font, the important thing is that the text is in Bold or Semi-bold. Requires

high contrast.

She tried Interactio and Interprefy: she feels like they’re not intuitive. It contains a lot of assumptions

about the previous knowledge: example knowing what “refresh” means. The technicians don’t

She is really hostile towards the online interpretation: she is disturbed by the fact she has to take care

about technicalities. Speedtest: “3 days of work for half a day of work”. Sending screenshots, doing

the training.

Preparation: she uses Word, not excel because she feels like she doesn’t need it. She doesn’t use the

glossary during the interpretation.

Problem: speakers with pre-recorded presentations. She needs a simplified interface with high color

contrasts
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7.7. Annex 7: Katy’s OLI Hierarchical Task Inventory
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7.8. Annex 8: User Testing Pre-Test Questionnaire

Participant's pre-test questionnaire

Introduction

Thank you for your interest in taking part in our study on technological support for conference

interpreters.

By filling out this enrolment questionnaire, you agree to participate in the study and give us

consent to process your data for research purposes and disclose the results of our analysis in an

anonymous form.

Please, refer to the 'participant's information sheet' for the details of the data collection and

analysis procedures.

If you have any questions, you are welcome to contact the lead researcher, Giona Fossati:

giona@smarter-interpreting.eu

Part I

Please, provide us with information about yourself. Remember that your personal information is

being collected for research purposes only and will be treated as strictly confidential.

1. What are your name and surname?

2. What is your chosen pseudonym?

You can choose any name different from your given name as the

pseudonym which will identify your data to protect your privacy. If you do

not choose any pseudonym, the research team will assign one to you.

3. What is your gender?

4. What is your country/region?

5. What age group do you belong to?

a. below 30

b. 30-40

c. above 50

Part II

1. Do you hold a Master's degree in Conference Interpreting or equivalent academic

qualification?

2. How many years of professional experience as an English-Italian conference interpreter in

the simultaneous mode do you have?
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3. On average, how many days do you normally work as an English-Italian simultaneous

interpreter each year?

4. Do you have any fields of specialisation? If yes, which one(s)?

Part III

1. How many days have you worked in the remote simultaneous interpreting mode over the

past year?

a. less than 10

b. between 10 and 20

c. more than 20

2. How many of your last three on-site simultaneous interpreting assignments did you bring a

laptop with you in the booth and use it to browse your glossary or search for unknown

terms/information while you were interpreting?

a. 1 assignment out of three

b. 2 assignments out of three

c. 3 assignments out of three

3. Have you ever used a computer-assisted interpreting (CAI) tool? If yes, which ones and for

what purpose?

4. How likely are you to start using a technological tool with integrated automatic speech

recognition during simultaneous interpreting in the near future? Choose the most suitable

option on a scale from 1 (very unlikely) to 5 (very likely)
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7.9. Annex 9: User Testing Pre-Test Questionnaire - Results

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Pseudonym JS BW TS SV
SC - Visually
Impaired

Gender male female female male male
Country Spain Spain España España Spain
Age range 40-50 40-50 above 50 30-40 above 50
Master Degree yes yes no yes yes
Years of
Experience 10-19 10-19 20-30 10-19 above 30
Working
Days/Year above 30

between 20
and 30 above 30 above 30 above 30

Field of
Specialization sports, law, IT

Medical
Technology;
Process
Control
Systems;
Business;
EWCs;

Law, Finance,
Environment,
Oenology,
Dentistry,
Orthodontics,
Implantology Medical Legal

Working
Days/ Last
Year more than 20

between 10
and 20 more than 20 more than 20

between 10
and 20

Brought a
Laptop at last 3
assignments

3 assignments
out of three

1 assignment
out of three

3 assignments
out of three

3 assignments
out of three

1 assignment
out of three

CAI Tool
Experience

Interpretbank,
terminology

InterpretBank
to build a
glossary for a
medical
interpreting
assignment;
not very
successful;) No

Mainly SDL
Trados
(translation) No

ASR Likelihood 5 3 4 5 3
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7.10. Annex 10: User Testing Activity Questionnaire

Part I

Activities Questionnaire

Thank you for taking part in our study. Please, complete the following questionnaire after

completing the simultaneous interpreting task.

1. Email

2. What are your name and surname?

3. What is the pseudonym you have been assigned for this study?

Part II - SEQ

Scenario 1 (Exploration):

1. Overall, how difficult or easy was the task to complete? (1 to 7)

You can go back to SmarTerp and start Scenario 2

Scenario 2 (Pre-conference):

1. Overall, how difficult or easy was the task to complete? (1 to 7)

You can go back to SmarTerp and start Scenario 3

Scenario 3 (During conference):

1. Overall, how difficult or easy was the task to complete? (1 to 7)

Part III - SUS

Please rate your level of agreement with each of the following statements:

(1- strongly disagree / 5 - strongly agree)

1. I think that I would like to use SmarTerp frequently.

2. I found SmarTerp unnecessarily complex.

3. I thought SmarTerp was easy to use.

4. I think that I would need assistance to be able to use SmarTerp.

5. I found the various functions in SmarTerp were well integrated.

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in SmarTerp.

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use SmarTerp very quickly.

8. I found SmarTerp very cumbersome/awkward to use.

9. I felt very confident using SmarTerp.

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with SmarTerp.
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7.11. Annex 11: User Testing Activity Questionnaire - Results

SEQ SUS Questions

Pseudony
m Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Likelihood
ASR tool

P1 - JS 6 7 6 3 1 5 1 5 1 4 1 3 1 4

P2 - BW 7 6 7 5 1 5 1 4 1 5 1 4 1 3

P3 - TS 7 7 4 5 1 2 1 4 1 5 2 5 2 4

P4 - SV 7 7 7 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5

P5 - SC
(Visually
Impaired) 7 6 7 5 1 5 2 5 5 5 1 4 1 4
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